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ABSTRACT 

Oscar Wilde was one of the many men of intellectual 

stature in the nineteenth century who openly embraced and 

lauded Darwin's theory of evolution. However, with Wilde 

in particular, there is a kind of irorwinvolved in this 

simple fact, since Wilde himself was a man highly aware 

ardconscious of his own consistent and personal evolution. 

He 'anticipated, among other~awrence's feeling and belief 

that the "old stable ego" had had its day, and that human 

psychology was infinitely complex and required much insight 

and examination to be understood. For this reason any 

study of Wilde must be developmenUlim nature, because his 

ideas and theories change considerably over the short 

period of his life, although more frequently and consis

tently in the period prior to his eventual success as a 

playw'right. 

Vfilde \vas always developing, always undergoing a 

process of change. His work and his development is there

fore essentially linear. No work written by Wilde is pre

conceived; the act of conception and the process of 

creation take place Simultaneously. Consequently~it is 

necessary to study Wilde linearly rather than to separate, 
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for purposes of examination, his criticism from his art. 

One idea develops out of another, much like the effect of 

a tree branching. One could term the process metaphysical, 

or one could term it Socratic, but in Hegelian fashion he 

begins always vii th an assumed thesis and ends always with 

a new synthesis. 

The period under examination in this thesis is 

essentially that between the years "1885 - 1891", although 

an earlier essay "The Rise of Historical Criticism" is 

also included to provide focus. This early essay illus

trates the extent to which Wilde's ideas were firmly 

rooted in Cartesian notions of reality. Romanticism, in 

the early nineteenth century is the first really major attack 

on this particular consciousness, and the Decadence of the 

"fin de siecle", as an outgrowth of Romanticism in effect 

reestablished the older, more mystical Romantic antagonismo 

Wilde's evolution therefore comprehends the growth of a 

new anti-Cartesian consciousness. 

llThe Truth of Masks" is Wilde's first "R'omantic 11 

point of departure, although it is Romantic only to the 

extent that Wilde is discussing his own reactions to and 

expectations of the experience of theatre. It is decadent, 

and therefore something new,to the extent that Wilde is 

interested in very specific and isolated effects rather 

than the effect as a whole. The essay itself is a very 

important shift away from traditional concepts and modes 
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of thought. Wilde is not analysing theatre per se, in 

isolation from his own experience, but rather using and 

therefore trusting his own experience to create his own 

criteria. The fairy tales both support and deny this kind 

of "self-oriented" reality. 

It is very clear that during the period when he is 

both writing his best criticism and his two books of fairy 

tales there exists in his mind a desire for some external 

Cartesian order or set of principles by which to evaluate 

reali ty, and an equally strong desire to cleanse himself 

of the par-ticular assumptions of his own society and de

termine his own rationale for thought and behaviour. The 

fairy tales on the whole depict Wilde's growing skepti

cism in respect to assuming any set of principles not 

initially his own. Christianity figures very strongly 

in many of the tales, until specifically in "The Devoted 

Friend", Wilde forces himself to see the emptiness of the 

principles as they are practised. 

In the later criticism and The Picture of Dorian 

Gray Art is evaluated by Wilde first, very much like 

Arnold, as a replacement for religion, then as a possible 

destroyer of selfhood and imaginatio~ and finally, in a 

return to many of his initial ideas in "The Truth of 

Masks", as a form of experience. At this point he ori

ginates his concept of "the Critic as Artist" which in 
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itself is a minor revolution in thought. By placing the 

critic on a par with the artist, Wilde's effectively des

troys any concept of the mind as a "tabLtla rasa" or mere 

receptor for information. He insists that art is a product 

of both the creativity of the artist and the critic, and 

therefore constitutes a form of legitimate experience for 

the critic. 

Arriving at such an assumption IVilde is forced to 

discard a very extensive body of thought; this thesis 

shall attempt to examine the process by which Wilde comes 

to do so and in turn formulate his own theories of exper

ience and art and to discuss the relevance or significance 

of vlilde t s theories as they evolve. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION - PERSONA 

The vJork of Oscar Wilde represents the awareness of 

a new phenomenon in human consciousness, the phenomenon of 

self-alienation. Prior to Wilde the only real prototype of 

such a consciousness in the nineteenth century is Keats, \IJho 

like Wilde expressed and exhibited the same obsession 

with moods and fluctuating states of being or consciousness. 

Alienation in the nineteenth century as a whole is essentially 

a sociological phenomenon, \,lhereby the artist is repeatedly 

portrayed in isolation from his surrounding community. 

Comparing Wilde and Byron who have so much in common with 

respect to personality and wit, it is evident that while 

Wilde could adapt and to a large extent become a darling 

of society, Byron early in his career felt and voiced 

his overriding feelings of alienation from societal norms. 

Both men were eventually forced to become outsiders, 

but Wilde's expulsion from society 1;!aS far more violent 

and sudden in nature and in fact bespeaks an altogether 

dif'ferent set of problems than those experienced by Byron. 

In Wilde there exists always an ambivalence of 

thought and feeling, a sensation of doubt as opposed to 

antagonism. This doubt stems from Wilde's ovm lack of 

self-understanding, and thus Wilde's concern as an artist 

is to comprehend the reasons for his inability to think 

in absolutes. 



In liThe Critic As Artist" Wilde, with reference to 

the dialogue as a form of self-discovery, speaks of the 

difficulty involved in any real perception of "Truth". 

2 

The dialogue, like the play, permits its creator to express, 

almost vicariously, divergent and even contradictory points 

of view, but truth remains perhaps moreso in Wilde's eyes 

a paradox without any real possibility of discovery: 

Gilbert - Ah, it is so easy to convert others. 
It is so difficult to convert oneself. To arrive 
at vJhat one really believes, one must speak 
through lips different from one's own. To know 
the truth one must imagine myriads of falsehoods. 
For what is Truth~ In matters of' religion, it 
is simply the opinion that has survived. In 
matters of science, it is the ultimate sensation. 
In matter of art, it is one's last mood. l 

The moods and opinions which Wilde discusses in 

this passage dominate him throughout his career, and 

particularly in the period prior to his success as a 

playwright. He himself in liThe Critic As Artist" defines 

creativity as a self-conscious act, the purpose of which 

is to discover the self. Essentially the self for Wilde 
\'\ot. ' 

is schizophrenic~in the sense employed by Robert Louis 

Stevenson, that is., a c1_i vision between pure intellect and 

pure instinct, but more in the sense employed by Sartre in 

his dual concepts of lIen-soi" and IIpour-soi". Sartre's 

Lascar Wilde, liThe Artist As Critic..l Critical Writings 
of ' Oscar Wilde, ed. Richard E11man..n(New York: 
Vintage Books, 1970), p. 391. 
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analysis postulates an interior self which is forever 

out of touch with its exterior counterpart. The interior 

self, which Wilde terms logically enough the mask, can 

function, as Wilde himself functioned, in society, but 

without any understanding of its ovm desires and motivations, 

which is why Wilde argues in "The Truth of Masks H that a 

man is better revealed by the mask which he wears, than 

the face which he conceals. 

Wilde's obsession with his ovm moods. and his belief 

that paradox infuses all reality consis~ntly cause him 

to examine and probe his relationship to both his physical 

environment and to his own intellectual environment. 

Discussing Browning at one point he ironically explains 

something of his own concerns as a intellectual or 

philosopher of thought: 

He has been called a thinker, and was certainly 
a man who was always thinking out loud; but it 
vlaS not thought which fascinated him'cbut rather 
the processes by which thought moves.~ 

To attempt an understanding of such processes is to 

attempt an understanding of motivation in human beings 

and the actual means by which such motivation is both 

conveyed and manifested in everyday acts and responses. 

Wilde, of course, is anticipating not only the existential 

psychology of Sartre, but many of the insights into human 

nature brought out by Freud, and specifically Freud's 

major insight, the fact of the unconscious, and by extension 

"" i',;.e Wilde, "The Critic As Artist," Part I, p. 344. 



unconscious motivation. His theories of self and self

alienation, however, are far more interconnected with his 

theories of art than those of Freud,and the effects which 

art mayor may not have, o.epending on Wilde's stage of 

development, upon the human psyche. The self for Wilde 

does not exist l!li thout art , although the relationship as 

he sees it is extremely complex and involves a further 

interrelationship between art and society. 

4 

Art during the ninete.enth . century comprehends a 

diversity of roles and functions perhaps never actually 

demanded of it during any other historical period. This 

flux of thought concerning art again causes Wilde confusion 

and feelings of ambivalence. In partial agreement with 

Ruskin, he is also in partial agreement with Gautier and 

the Symbolists, never really finding a satisfactory theory 

of art until he creates his own concept of art embodied 

in his principle of the critic as artist. 

This theory is Wilde 's somevvhat belated response to 

Plato's desire to exclude poets from The Republic. Plato 

attacks art because it is mimetic, and therefore, as he 

says, enfeebles the mind. This observation by Plato is 

a real concern for Wilde, since he must somehow attempt 

to determine for himself if arts effect is indeed crippling 

to the human psyche, or whether in fact it frees and 

liberates the mind to see what had previously been concealed 

or invisible. The problem; of course, is one of illusion 
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and ~eality as well as that of free will and determination. 

To see for Wilde is to be frero_of confusion, and so art as a 

potential medium of perception has extraordinary importance 

for him as a divided and alienated man. 
~ 

Primarily during the period between 1885 - l891~ 

Wilde as a frustrated and as yet unsuccessful artist in 

society engages most actively in his ever-continuing 

dialogue with himself. Within this short space of time 

Wilde undergoes extensive change as a thinker, particularly 

as he comes to demand greater participation in the 

experience of art, and as a result both a new kind of 

consciousness and a new kind of creativity. Like Pater~ 

he attempts to bring art out of a moral sphere or frame 

of reference and into a realm of pure experience, although 

completely rejecting any concept of experience for 

the sake of experience. Wilde's ideas in part remain 

unique and vital and in part foreshadow the shifting 

emphasis on art not only as an experiential medium, but 

as a medium of vision or perception. Wilde himself can 

be considered perhaps only as an explorer or precursor, 

but he nevertheless reflects the origins of a consciousness 

which sought and continues to seek a commitment to its 

own wholeness and vitality, and thus he deserves examin

ation if only because he was a man whose concerns 

correspond to our own. 



CHAPTER II 

ILLUSION, APPEARANCE AND REALITY 

Thought in the nineteenth century can be conceived of 

as cyclical. The ideas of the Romantics are to some extent 

perpetuated by the Victorians, but in actuality there is a 

large gap between the two traditions. Where the Romantics 

are often mystical and Utopian, the Victorians accentuate 

reality, both in the novel and in poetry. During the 
'\ 

period of the 'fin de siecle~however,there is a desire to 
1:..G 

return~and to revive the concerns of the major Romantics. 

This cycle can perhaps best be examined and understood by 

means of an analysis of the doctrine of beauty hypothe-

sized by Keats in his "Ode to a Grecian Urn". Wilde in-

herits a tradition of very rigid thought concerning Keats' 

proposition that Beauty is Truth and Truth, Beauty. His 

own reaction and development therefore necessitates some 

analysis of the h~story of this specific concept as it 

was understood and received during the Victorian period. 

Keats postulates that Beauty is Truth - it is 

Reality, the only Realitye But the same could not be said 

by Browning or Tennyson, although in Wilde a return to 

Keats' vision of Truth is both desired and sought. Keats 

argues for a synthesis of Beauty and Truth, which Browning 



and Tennyson simply cannot comprehend or accept. Signi-

ficantly, Ruskin too refuses to condone such a synthesis. 

Nothing is more cornmon than to hear people 
who desire to be thought philosophical de
clare that "beauty is truth" and "truth is 
beauty". I would most earnestly beg every 
sensible person who hears such an assertion 
made to nip the germinating philosopher in 
his ambiguous bud; and beg him, if he really 
believes in his own assertion never thence
fOTIvard to use two words for the same thing. 
The fact is, truth and beauty are entirely 
distinct, though often related, things. One 
is a property of statements, and the other 
of objects •••• That which shows nothing 
cannot be fair, and that which asserts 
nothing cannot be false. Even the ordinary 
use of the words false and true as applied 
to artificial and reaJ_ things, is inaccurate. 
An artificial rose is not a "false" rose, 
it is not a rose at all. The falseness is 
j_n the person who states, or induces the 
belief, that it is a rose. l 

If an artificial rose is not a rose, ·what then is 

it? By denying any conceptual relationship between a 

living and an artificial rose, Ruskin in fact is denying 

the idea of a rose as.it exists. For Ruskin it is pre-

ferable to accuse an artist of falsehood and a deceitful 

imagination than to investigate the implications of that 

which is artificial. Ruskin is concerned at all times to 

deal in very specific absolutes. False art,he asserts at 

one point,changes that which is ugly into that which is 

beautiful and in so doing alters reality, an effect which 

Ruskin finds literally sacrilageous. In connection with 

7 

1. John Ruskin, Modern Painters, (London: J.M. Dent 
& Co.),Vol.III,p. 31. 
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this idea both Beaudelaire in poetry and Whistler in 

painting are intent on doing precisely this very thing. 

As B:().udelaire says of his art" "Vous m i a dorm~ la· boue, 

et j'en fait la beaute". Art becomes in the hands of 

Beaudelaire and Whistler the art of a magician and not 

that of a high priest. Ruskin's aesthetic however will 

not permit such metamorphosis; the duty of the artist is 

to faithfully represent that which in Ruskin's eyes is 

true. Consequently, the principle of mimesis is funda-

mental to Ruskin's notions of art. It is also for this 

reason that choice of subject is so immensely important 

in his artistic creed. In the passage quoted., Ruskin de-

fines truth as a property of statements and beauty as a 

property of objects. Needless to say Ruskin's mind has 

neither a philosophical nor a metaphysical bent. Ruskin 

does not toy with the unknown: Truth ascertains only 

that which is known by all right-thinking and sensible 

men to be true, to be factual. Beauty is limited to the 

world of objects and cannot escape or apply to the world 

of thought or feeling. Beauty,moreover,can be apprehended 

solely through the medium of vision and through no other 

means. For a subject to be worthy, Beauty must be com-

bined with Truth, but Truth., or rather Ruskin's interest 

in statement~far outweighs any aesthetic consideration. 

Beauty is not equivalent to Truth, it is in the service of 

Truth and subordinated to it. Therefore,) Ruskin is a good 
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deal less concerned with what the artist sees or exper-

iences and far more concerned with what.the artist has to 

say. 

Concern for subject or"las termed by Ruskin, 

"Choice of Noble Subject" ... must be in Ruskin's aesthetic 

the artistis primary concern. Interestingly enough supreme 

nobility of subject is almost always religious: 

The habitual choice of sacred subjects, 
such as the Nativity, Transfiguration\ 
Crucifixion (if the choice be sincere) 
implies that the painter has a natural 
disposition of which humanity is capable: 
it constitutes him so far forth a painter 
of the highest order, as, for instance, 
Leonardo, in his painting of the Last 
Supper. 2 

In this f'ashion) then) Ruskin) on the basis of subj ect 

matter, creates a hierarchy of artists and painters. His 

choice of Leonardo,however?is both interesting and signi-

ficant. Were Ruskin to use Michelangelo as an example of 

sincerity and high-mindedness in the artist concerned 

profoundly with subject matter, his argument would rest 

on much firmer foundation. But Michelangelo is not men-

tioned, if only because in the art of Michelangelo there 

exists an unfortunate inclination to paint the unclothed 

body. Leonardo is preferred and Ruskin1s argument dis-

solves. Leonardo da Vinci was the great chameleon of the 

Renaissance, his ruling passion was not sincerity, but 

2. 



curiosi ty, and he would far bet.ter support a thEflt'y of Art 

for Art's Sake. than he is here used to support a theory 

of art for the purpose of noble subject and thought. 

10 

Ruskin mentions the Last Supper~but La Giaconda is absent 

from his analysis. What noble subject does La Giaconda· 

represent and support except herself and her own mysterious 

beauty? It is for Pater to analyse the true genius of Da 

Vinci in his famous interpretation of the La Giaconda; 

but where Pater views beauty as a divine mystery and the 

well-spring of life, Ruskin views it suspiciously as a 

form of threat to his own real concern in art - morality, 

and morality of a particularly Presbyterian. order. Never-

theless,as Messianic as Ruskin's theories of art are, he 

still desires to see Beauty employed in the service of 

Truth, if not equivalent to Truth or superceding Truth. 

In Tennyson) however, the breach between Beauty and Truth 

is widened and is succeeded by a virtual antagonism be

tween the two concepts. Truth continues to represent a 

form of Reality for Tennyson, although a different Reality 

from the Reality of Keats and that of Ruskin; Beauty.) 

howeve~is no longer Beauty but diversion and escape, and 

so competes with Truth for Tennyson's interest and commit

ment. 

Tennyson provides the reader with a record of his 

own soul searching in his poem "The Palace of Art". The 

poem opens with these patently confessional lines, 



I built my soul a lordly pleasure house, 
Wherein at ease for aye to dwell. 

I said, "0 Soul, malce merry and carouse, 
Dear soul, for all is well." 

11 

As a whole the poem is a lyric statement of one man's ex-

perience, but even in these opening lines, the vast tra-

dition within which Tennyson is placing his own experience 

is immediately apparent. The first line itself and speci-

fically the phrase "lordly pleasure house" at once evoke 

Coleridge I s "Kubla lilian" and its "stately pleasure dome". 

There the comparison ends,howeverj Coleridge is placing 

his concept of the poet in a Platonic tradition, very 

much along the lines of Keats and bearing greatest simil-

arity to the platonism of "La Belle Dame Sans Merci". The 

poet in "Kubla lilian" feeds on honeydew and has drunk the 

milk of Paradise, just as the knight in "La Belle Dame 

Sans Merci" has known the delights of manna dew and honey 

wild. Both knight and poet have tasted the food of the 

gods, this both demarks them as poets who have knowledge 

of the "ideal" and grants them vision superior to common 

men. 

Where Keats and Coleridge part company is in their 

specific visions. Keats in some respects like Tennyson 

seeks escape, but escape from a-lesser truth into a greater 

truth. Coleridge is as mystical as Keats,but his mysticism 

is obviously far more revolutionary in a literally mundane 

sense. In Buddhism an almost identical concept to 
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Coleridge's notions in "Kubla Khan" exists. The Mahayana 

Bodhisattva attains Nirvana, but chooses to return to 

earth to teach others heavenly wisdom. Christ in fact 

could be thought of as a form of Mahayana Bodhisattva. The 

poet in Coleridge t s "Kubla Illian"~ however,)is also very much 

like a modern Cassandra gifted with the pO\ver of prophesy 

and, as Coleridge explains, for this reason desires to re

vive his vision in the guise of poetry and so recreate 

both his vision of the pleasure dome, as a symbol of the 

ideal, and the prophesy of war and impending doom. Cole-

ridge is not arguing that Beauty is Truth, but he is de

fining the poet through his ability to perceive Beauty or 

the Ideal and to reconstruct the Ideal for the benefit of 

mankind. 

The word pleasure for Tennyson~however,connotes an 

altogether different concept. Tennyson's background be

trays far more interest in concerns medieval than the 

Platonic interests of Coleridge. The medieval "hortus 

conclusus" in particular is a working symbol in much of 

Tennyson's poetry and is later employed by Wilde as well. 

However~the essential difference between the Victorian 

Tennyson and the Romantics Coleridge and Keats is the mysti

cism of the latter two men. Tennyson is neither a mystic 

nor a visionary, but seeks release almost solely in books. 

Nevertheless,)"The Palace of Art" does speak of pleasure, 

but it is a strangely asensual pleasure; colour is referred 
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to, but there is on the whole an unusual lack of the pre-

valence of things sensual, as well as a lack of any real 

feeling of true pleasure or joy. As T.S. Eliot remarks and 

makes much of, Tennyson is a reflective poet, and tells or 

describes., rather than recreates what b.e at one time felt, 

so far as to say of his soul that her days were occupied 

in the following fashion: 

Singing and murmuring in her feastful mirth, 
Joying to feel herself alive, 

Lord over Nature~ lord of the visible earth, 
Lord of the senses five; 

Communing with herself: 

The 11 senses five fl of \'lhich Tennyson speaks, however, 

are non-existent in the poem. He tells his readers of the 

pleasure which he felt, but there is simply no tangible 

counterpart to the tale, as there most certainly would be 

in Keats. Tennyson goes into far greater detail concerning 

the books which he had read during the period of his deep-

est seclusion. Through books he is provided with a means 

of escape into the past as it is represented in sources 

as diverse as the Arthurian Legends and Dante's Divine 

Comedy. Everything he reads is converted into a form of 

fairy tale and nowhere does Tennyson speak with the joy or 

sense of felt experience as does Keats in flOn First Looking 

into Chapman's Homer". In comparison to the naivete of Jean 

de Meun's garden in The Romance of the Rose or even the 

. strange sexudiity of Marvell's garden, Tennyson's I1Palace 
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of Art" appears sterile and empty. At the close of the poem 

Tennyson begins to speruc of this emptiness and ironically 

only then does the poem begin to truce on life. However,the 

stagnation which he speaks of and feels is somehow ration-

alized into overpowering guilt. Rather than face the emp-

tiness and waste of four years, Tennyson has in fact in-

vented a myth of pleasure and become a martyr to his own 

newly invented guilt, but it is nonetheless the emptiness 

of his own self which Tennyson truly fears. 

In Tennyson's "Palace of Art" there is not a little 

of Wilde, and Tennyson's sharp delineation behveen Beauty/ 

Pleasure and Truth/Reality is the first concern which Wilde 

treats in his early criticism. "The Rise o1~ Historical 

Criticism" was written as early as Wildets Oxford or Dublin 

years (circa 1879) and indicates not only an interest in 

Tennyson's dichotomy, but also the origins of a conscious-

ness like that of Tennyson and Ruskin which isolates Beauty 

from Truth. Moreover,) "The Rise of Historical Criticism" 

also illustrates the first literary expression of Wilde's 

all-pervading concern with the nature of thought itself and 

the process by 'vhich thought evolves. The essay itself is 

strongly influenced by the concepts of Hegel concerning pro-

01\ • .11 t. gress, whereby a certain "set" of a prlorl assump lons is 

challenged by a new consciousness to eventually result in a 

synthesis of the two. Change for both Wilde and Hegel is 

conceived of very much more as a product of the mind than as 
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an alteration in economy. Needless to say Wilde even in 

theory is not in any sense of the word a Marxist. His con-

cerns are fundamentally Hegelian, and he chooses to examine 

mind rather than matter, although mind of a very complex 

and intricate order. It is perhaps more accurate to say 

that he hold interests which are psychological as opposed 

to interests which are sociological. 

Nevertheless.,"The Rise of Historical Criticism" 

comes as a shock to anyone familiar with the later criti-

cism, and it is for this reason that the essay is very 

important as an indication of' ""'ilde r s own real philosophical 

beginnings. Hegeliml principles may not be Marxist, but 

they are equally revolutionary. The very opening of this 

early 1;Jildean essay as a result betrays a subtle but youth-

ful revolutionary ardour. 

Historical criticism nowhere occurs as an 
isolated fact in the civilization or liter
ature of any people. It is part of that 
complex working towards freedom ,v-hich may 
be described as a revolt against authority. 
It is merely one facet of that speculative 
spirit of an innovation which in the sphere 
of action produces democracy and revolution, 
and in that of thought is the parent of 
philosophy and physical science; and is 
based not so much on the results it attains, 
as on the tone of thought which i~ represents, 
and the method by which it w'orks. 

The rise of historical criticism is the rise of a 

Oscar Wilde, "Tho Rise of Historical Cri ticisln", 
Essays and Lectures, (London; Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1920) 
p. 3· 
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new anti thesis to the once prevailing mythopoetj.c conscious-

ness of the early Greeks. Criticism plays a fundamental 

and essential role in the creation of this new consciousness 

or"as Wilde phrases it, "tone of t.hought", and its nature 

is therefore both subversive and revolutionary. Signifi,"" 

cantly? vlilde in "The Crj.tic as Artist" will postulate some

thing of the same order, but the revolution which Wilde 

desires to bring about in this early essay is far from 

that advocated in "The Critic as Artist". Much is similar) 

nonethelessZ one finds interest in thought and method 

common to each of the two essays. The specific method 

referred to is the scientific method, and therefore empiri-

cal in premise, although the empiricism of which Wilde 

speaks in this early essay is the one-dimensional empiri-

cism of Descartes and Bacon, a form of empiricism con-

cerned 1vi th factual evidence of a very inelastic and 

specific nature. 

In the course of "The Rise of Historical Criticism" 

Wilde delineates the growth of such empiricism. He be-

gins by analysing the changing attitude to myth or Greek 

religion reflected in the work of historians such as , 
Herodotus.,and ends with an examination of historical philo-

sophers such as Aristotle, Plato and Polybius. Much of 

the essay amounts to merely a very subtle denunciation of 

religion and reads far more like the work of an l8th cen-

tury philosophe than a 19th century aesthete. It is 
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often a piece of writing that., were it brought to the atten-

tion of Shaw, would find an enthusiastic reader, if only 

because Fabian Socialism has its true origins in the Ration-

alism and Utilitarianism of eigh-teenth" century thought. 

Like Fabian Socialism this essay too is deep within the 

eighteenth century, although Wilde never goes so far as to 

see myths and the mythopoetic consciousness to which he 

refers as the product of a child-like mind. Moreover)in 

a far more sophisticated fashion he begins to illustrate 

how cause and effect as a means of analysing reality sought 

and began to replace the principles and implications of a 

mind that thought in terms of "deus ex machina". Thucy-

dides, unlike Herodotus, he explains, first I'assumes in 

the thoroughly euhemeristic vmy, that under the veil of 

myth and legend there does yet exist a rational basis of 

fact discoverable by the method of rejecting all super

natural interference as well as any extraordinary motives 

influencing the actors. ,,4 In su.ch an instance Wilde is 

here supporting the nineteenth-c.entury Victorian trend 

towards realism, desiring like many of the great Victorians 

to see things as they are and not veiled in either magic 

or mystery. 

This overriding concern for fact and factual evi-

dence pervades almost every aspect of the essay. Much 

LJ- • 
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like a Voltaire of the nineteenth century Wilde denounces 

religion and myths either traditional or invented in 

support of what appears for Wilde at that time to be Truth. 

It is for this reason that Plato comes under rather severe 

attack. Modern students of philosophy attack Plato be-

cause of the Spartan influence on his conception of the 

Republic, elements of which are patently fascistic, but 

Wilde attacks Plato because he thinks deductively rather 

than inductively, as does Aristotle. Plato dreams and 

Aristotle observes, this is the basic distinction between 

the t'll'lO philosOphers and their respective philosophies. 

Plato vJil1 intuitively create for himself II a priori" assump-

tions; Aristotle lv-ill collect relevant data and induce 

from them a cause for any given problem. Thus in cham-

pioning Aristotle, Wilde champions a form of eighteenth

century skepticism and accuses Plato of shallow and 

insubstantial reasoning. 

It is not difficult to see that between the ideas 

put forth in this early essay and those of the elder Mill 

and Godwin there exists much affiliationa In the interest 

of Truth and Progress Wilde is prepared to denounce the 

dreams of Plato, not as dreams in themselves, but as exemp-

lifying a dangerous mode of thought. 

The latter is the only scientific theory and 
was apprehended in its fulness by Aristotle, 
whose application of the inductive method 
to history, and whose employment of the 
evolutionary theory of humanity, sho,,"J that 
he was conscious that the philosophy of 



history is nothing separate from the facts 
of history but is contained in them, and 
that the rational Imv of the complex 
phenomena of life, like the ideal in the 
world of thought, is to be reached through 
the facts, not superimposed O~ them -
11 end" not "reasoning from thl~ mul tiplici ty 
of experience. "5 
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Using Aristotle and eventually Polybius., W'ilde makes a case 

for a combination of Utilitarianism and Social Darwinism. 

There is evidence of Ruskin?s influence as well in this 

early es'say, for Ruskin too seeks the moral improvement 

of mankind through art if not specifically through histor-

ical criticism. The utilitarian ideas of Tennyson are re-

flected here as well. The artist must dwell in reality 

and not in dreams if he is to fulfill hj_s true function 

as an educator of his public. 

Something altogether unusual happens)however)as 

Wilde begins his discussion of Polybius. Wilde appears 

to alter positions in mid-stream, although he does in fact 

do nothing of the sort. Having expounded upon the spirit 

of inquiry, possessed by the best of ancient critics, in 

a rather open and curious way, very much as if the thought 

had just occurred to him and suddenly found expression, he 

provides this observation: 

5. 
Ibid~,) p. 54 (The words in quotation are trans

lations and replace the original Greek phrases employed 
by Wilde in his text.) 



There is something, as a rule, slightly con
temptible about ancient criticism. The modern 
idea of the critic as the interpreter, the 
expounder of the beauty and excellence of6 the work he selects, seems quite unknown. 
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Out of this observation Wilde gradually develops a far more 

open and less prejudiced perspective. It is logical to 

assume that this observation was made only while Wilde was 

in the process of writing the essay, since the major body 

of the essay and the essayts conclusion is of one very 

decisive and different mind concerning right and wrong 

thought. However, the essay format in this instance has 

legitimately provided Wilde with a new insight or dis-

covery and given rise to the dual perspective which he is 

to maintain and attempt to synthesize in all of his en-

suing criticism and art. The following passage in parti-

cular is significant: 

6. 

There are many points in the description of 
the ideal historian which one may compare 
to the picture Ivhich Plato has given us of 
the ideal philosopher. They are both 
"spectators of all time and all existence". 
Nothing is contemptible in their eyes, for 
all things have a meaning, and they both 
walk in august reasonableness before all 
men, conscious of the workings of God yet 
free from all terror of mendicant priest 
or vagrant miracle-worker. But the parallel 
ends here. For the one stands aloof from 
the world-storm of sleet and hail, his eyes 
fixed on distant and sunlit heights, loving 
kn01vledge for the sake of knowledge and 
wisdom for the joy of wisdom, while the 
other is the eager actor in the world ever 



seeking to apply his knowledge to useful 
things. Both equally desire truth, but 
the one because of its utility, the other 
for j_ts beauty. This historian regards it 
as the rational principle of all true his
tory, and no more. To the other it comes 
as an all-pervading and mystic enthusiasm, 
"like the desire of strong wine, the 
craving of ambition, the passionate love 
of what is beautiful".7 
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The useful and the beautiful are no longer opposed, 

as they are in Tennyson and Ruskin. They are merely dif-

ferent; this is Wilde's insight and for Wilde a funda-

mental insight, although he abandons it as often as he 

espouses its veracity. What is more,in the above passage 

1-lilde uses the word "reasonableness" for the first time 

in an essay which in itself seeks to revive the essence 

of Greek thought and does so only at the one point ,\There 

it acknowledges such intellectual diversity. However, such 

lIreasonableness" produces in Wilde a form of ambivalence, 

a dilemma rather than a problem. Truth he sees in the 

guise of two forms, Beauty and utility: As an observation 

it is far more sophisticated in its apprehension of rea-

lity than a mind that would place Beauty and utility in 

opposing camps. The latter view merely extinguishes one 

aspect of the duality and in doing so finds a far greater 

peace of mind having one and only one liaison to serve or 

support. Recognizing the validity of both Utility illLd 
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Beauty as media for Truth creates a legitimate form of 

d1:vi.sion \vi thin 1vilde, as well as continuous self-

~:x:ami.nation and continuous attempts to synthesize Beauty 

and Uti~ity into one Truth. Wildeis dilemma is the dilemma 

o~ seeing too much, and his solution is that referred to 

i.n P~atols Symposium Truth seen and understood in one 

thing alone is supplanted by Truth seen and understood in 

all. th;ings universally. Therefore, when he says of the 

;ideal philosopher and historian that "Nothing is contempt-

ible 3.:n their eyes, for all things have a meaning",,> his 

:i:mport :is this. 

Paradoxical.ly, the period between the years '1885 -

1.88'!i does not illustrate the reconciliation or solution 

t):f' whic-h I have spoken. It illustrates rather a search 

:jf():;t' :an absolute, a denial of one aspect of his personality 

~ud c'Ol:lsc:i'Ousness in affirmation of its considered opposite. 

'W:iJlde makes a very interesting comment at the close of his 

~S$:ay{):f' l885.,nThe Truth of Masks": 

Not that I agree with everything that 
I have said in this essay. There is 
much with which I entirely disagree. 
The essay simply represents an artistic 
stand-point, and in aesthetic criti
:cism attitude is everything, for in 
art there is no such thing as a uni
v,ersal truth. A Truth in art is that 
whose contradictory is also true • 
.And just as it is only in art-criti
clsm and through it, that we can 
apprehend the Platonic theory of 
ideas, so it is only in art-criticism 



and through it, that we can realize Hegel 2 s 
system of contraries. The truths of meta
physics are the truths of masks. 8 

Both in "The Truth of Masks" (l88S) and the fairy 

tales (l899-l89l) Wilde seeks to understand one sole and 
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specific truth by assuming alternately one particular per-

spective or mask. Thus the "Truth of Masks" advocates 

Beauty at the expense of utility, while the fairy tales, 

although most contradictory and multiple in perspective, 

often seek to advocate utility at the expense of Beauty. 

It is as though Wilde could see all aspects of reality, 

yet without clarity and therefore must refocus his atten-

tion on specific aspects if the desired clarity and pre-

cision of vision ,,,hich he sought was to be acquired. For 

this reason the significance of masks for Wilde is derived 

from his basic awareness that true knowledge rests in the 

knowledge of opposites or contraries. The mask provides 

a technique for the discovery of Truth. It also marks a 

very important return to the aesthetic of Keats and the 

concept of negative capability: 

I mean Negative Capability, that is when 
man is capable of being in uncertainties, 
Mysterie&,doubts, without any irritable 
reaching after fact and reason. Coleridge, 
for instance, would let go by a fine iso
lated verissimilitude caught from the 
Penetralium of mystery, from being in
capable of remaining content with half 
knowledge. This pursued through Volumes 
would perhaps take us no further than 
this, that with a great poet the sense 

8. W:t.°lde, °t dEll 432 Ope c:t. ., e. manll.~p, • 



of Beauty overcomes every other consider
ation, or rather obliteFates all con
sideration.9 

Wilde's thesis would appear to be in less than 
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total agreement with that of Keats. Wilde basically is 

focusing on Truth, Keats on"the effect of Beauty. However, 

each excerpt reflects a stage of intellectual development 

which will not admit to the existence of absolute Truth 

and which prefers to advocate the cultivation of what 

Keats terms "isolated versimilitude ll
• Keats desires 

diverse and isolated experience for itself alone, or so 

he says in this particular letter, and Wilde for the pur-

poses of an expanded and less vague apprehension of Truth. 

A very great irony exists, however, in the fact that as an 

essayllThe Trutb of Masks" far better conforms to the 

thesis presented in Keats' famous letter to his brother 

John, than it does to the above quoted conclusion pro-

vided by Wilde himself. 

Wilde sub titles his essay "A note on illusion ll and 

provides a vigorous and well substantiated defense in its 

behalf. The essay, nevertheless, is highly contradictory 

and concerns itself far more with artistic effect than the 

philosophical distinction between Beauty and Truth. Wilde 

at one point asserts that liThe stage is not merely the 

meeting place of all arts, but is also the return of art 

9. 
The Letters of John Keats, ed. Robert Gittings 
(Lond"on: Oxford University Press, 1970), p. L~3o 



t l "-P" 10 o J.. ... e. This is eventually followed by another 

equally forceful assertion that "The true dramatist, in 

fact shows us life under the conditions of art, not art 

in the form of life. "J_l What is more remarkable is that 
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in both instances Wilde is arguing for precisely the same 

cause - the cause of accuracy and illusionary realism. 

He commences his argLunent for archaeological accuracy of 

costume or masks with a statement which amounts to a pro-

posal of Art for Art's Sake. Shakespeare, Wilde ventures, 

"knowing how the artistic temperament is always fascinated 

by beauty of costume, constantly introduces into his plays 

masques and dances, purely for the sru~e of the pleasure of 

beauty which they give the eye:12 But the pleasure of 

beauty in and of itself does not in fact content Ivilde 

during this early period, for a costume in a play may be 

beautifu.l and yet meet 'vi th Wilde t s displeasure nonethe-

less, thus.when he says that art must function under the 

conditions of art, not life, he means simply that he does 

not wish to see Ophelia attired in modern dres.s~ but in 

the dress invented for her by Shakespeare, and when he 

argues the contrary that art is a return to life, he is 

demanding archaeological accuracy of detail and not the 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Wilde, oy. cit., p. 417. 

Ibid~") p. 429. 

Ibid~9 p. 408. 
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inventions of a modern dress design_ere 

To assert as Wilde does in his conclusion that "The 

Truth of Masks" represents solely an-artistic standpoint 

is clearly the remark of a man either deceived by his own 

rationalization, or that of a man attempting to conceal 

his own passionate interest in illusion and escape. In 

one of his best known fairy tales The Young KinE: 'Hlde 

describes the boy as wandering "like one who was seeking 

to find in beauty an anodyne from pain, a sort of res

toration from sickness". Wilde is surely speaking of his 

own experience when he speaks of this specific cure for 

melancholy. Rather than pure beauty itself,however,Wilde 

cl':LOoses escape into the art of the theatre, which combines 

for him all the arts in one, employing the ear and eye in 

particular, and so provides the fullest possible pleasure 

t1nd effect. The theatre.) therefore., in a sense is Wilde 1 s 

drug, and only once this is understood does Wildevs dis

regard of a consistent argument and his extreme and over

riding emphasis upon accuracy become understandable. 

Like Keats he too is seeking the stimulus of Beauty, like 

Tennyson escape from the present into the past, and like 

Ruskin accuracy of detail, although Wilde's desire is the 

preservation not of Truth, but of the illusion of Truth. 

Theatre is ritual, ritual '''hich can transfer both 

;actor and audience from one reality into another. Ritual 

in turn depends upon absolute perfection of detail and 



exactitude of execution, and because costume is included 

as a dimension and condition of the reality created 

through theatrical ritual, it must be true to the spirit 

of the ritual enacted, or it threatens the very fabric 
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of the ritual itself. Thus 10Jilde may contradict his 

original statement that art returns to life by pronouncing 

the proper sphere of art to be art, but the contradiction 

has nevertheless resulted in a discovery of the criteria 

which ritual or art necessitates. Art does create ex

perience apart from the experience of everyday life and 

so must function under its own exacting demands llld 

unique conditions and not those of life, simply because 

illusion and not mere reflection governs art. 

The new aesthetic of Wilde has)as he says) "illu

sion of truth for its method, and illusion of beauty for 

its result". The illusj_on of truth involves archaeo-

logical accuracy of detail, but it involves also an 

understandj_ng of character and characterisation. Costume 

functions in two ways for Wilde, as a thing beautiful 

in itself; and as a message or a form of symbolic state-

menta Costume is an extension of character and so speaks 

for character or defines character without spoken des-

cription. I doubt that such an observation would be 

considered as a revelation by an actor or director today, 

but the total import of Wilde's analysis is still re-

markably fresh. Wilde is in fact conceiving of costume 
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as a form of poetry, and indeed difficult, highly symbolic 

and multidimensional poetry. The more difficult, the more 

glorious. Colour, style, accessory, carriage all entail 

complex and intricate meaning. This entire dimension of 

meaning is lost if detail is disregarded. It may be true 

that Wilde's aesthetic in this essay is conservative, that 

he is depreciating modern costuming in favour of the use 

made of it by Shake~peare and the playwrights of the 

Renaissance particularly, but like T.S. Eliot he also 

senses a lost dimension of reality and statement in 

"modern" costume and art and thus desires a return to 

the far more dynamic and complex theatrical world of the 

Elizabethan period. 

As for the metaphors Shakespeare draws 
from dress and the aphorisms he makes of 
it, his hits at the costume of his age, 
particularly at the ridiculous size of the 
ladies' bonnets, and the many descriptions 
of the mundus muliebris, from the song of 
Autolycus in the IIWinter' s Tale II dmvn to 
the account of the Duchess of Milan's 
gown in IIMuch Ado About Nothingll, they are 
far too numerous to quote: though it may 
be worth while to remind people that the 
whole of the Philosophy of Clothes is to 
be found in Lear's scene with Edgar - a 
passage which has the advantage of brevity 
and style over the grotesque wisdom ~nd 
somewhat mouthing metaphysics of Sartor 
Resartus. But I think that from what I 
have already said it is quite clear that 
Shakespeare was very much interested in 
costume. I do not mean in that shallow 
sense by which it has been concluded 
from his knowledge of deeds and daffodils 
that he was a Blackstone and Paxton of 
the Elizabethan age, but that he saw 
that costume could be m6~e at on«im
pressive of certain types of character, 
and is one of the essential factors of 
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the means which a true illusionist has at 
his disposal. Indeed to him the deformed 
figure of Richard was of as much value as 
Juliet's loveliness; he sets the serge of 
the radical beside the silks of the lord, 
and sees the stage effects to be got from 
each; he has as much delight in Caliban 
as he has in Ariel, in rags as he has in 
cloth of gold, and recognized the artistic 
beauty of ugliness. 13 

Truth Wilde argues resides in the metaphysics of 

masks, or rather the illusion of truth. Nevertheless) 

Wilde's interest in character and the externals through 

which character speaks, as well as their technique and 

manipulation, illustrates a consciousness discontented not 

only with given ru~d created reality, but one also demanding 

the advent of reality in a new guise. Wilde is very much 

paralleling B~udelaire and the Symbolists in such an in-

terest, particularly in his desire for multidimensional 

art and his emphasis upon vision as a creative rather than 

observational sense. The level of increased creativity 

in the art which Wilde advocates also makes far greater 
, 

demands upon the creativity and intellect of its audience. 

Nevertheless~this new criterion, the product of a new form 

of consciousness, is constructed solely to facilitate es-

cape from life and the moment. Wilde refers to his aes-

thetic position as merely a pose to better enable his 

exploration of a single aspect of reality. If so" he 

shortly alters his pose to assume its converse, although 

13· Ib O d __ 1_~., p. 
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in al.l probability for reasons less arbitrary and having 

far more connection with his new function as a father •. 

In his fairy tales (1888-l89l) 'HIde rejects his 

very significant variation of Tennyson's "Palace of Art" 

and espouses an ethic of Christian charity and mercy. 

The symbol of Christ has always been attractive to Wilde, 

for its theatrical or artistic implications as much as 

for Christ's ethic of sympathy and love. In two of the 

better known fairy tales, The Young King and The Happx 

Prince?Wilde converts each of his protagonists into Christ 

s:y-mbols. In each case the Young King and the Happy Prince 

live a sheltered and happy existence at court - the ori-

. I " glnal hortus conclusus. However,their fish bowl existence 

forbids the incursion of either reality or a deeper ex-

perience of life. 

IIWhen I was alive and had a human heart/ 
answered the statue"l"I did not know what 
tears were, for I lived. in the Palace of 
_Sans~Souci, -where sorrow is not allowed 
to enter. In the daytime I played with 
my companions in the garden, and in the 
evening I led the dance in the Great Hall. 
Round the garden ran a very lofty wall, 
but I never cared to ask what lay beyond 
it, everything about me was so beautiful. 
My courtiers called me the Happy Prince, 
and happy indeed I was~if ~leasure b~ 

happiness. So I lived and~I died".l~ 

The Happy Prince and the Young King are also sym-

boIs of the artist, very reminj_scent of the Lady of 

14. 
Oscar Wilde, The Happy Prince & Other 

(Toronto; The John C. Winston Company, 194o),p.4. 
Tales . 



Shalott, although very different .as well~since they are 

both recognized and have a specific function within the 

framework of actual society. 1vilde, nevertheless,) pleads 

ignorance of the real world for his two protagonists; 

they are locked into a world of beauty and pleasure by 

forces beyond their control, kept in ignorance to ensure 

their continued activity as symbols of royalty, and are 

prevented from assuming their proper function as rulers. 

Beauty and Art in these two tales are therefore seen by 

Wilde as diversions employed subversively by Philistines 

. ,\ II 
and merchants who desire the malntenance of the status quo. 

The function of clothes or attire plays a very 

large part in 1<lilde' s analysis. As aforementioned, clothes 

function symbolically, but hardly in the manner spoken of 

by Wilde in "The Truth of Masks". Clothes continue to 

represent the personality, and alterations in personality, 

but in a decidedly straightforward and clearly discernible 

way. Clothes no longer function as poems, but as equi-

valents. The focus of each tale j_n fact rests upon the use 

of beauty and display_ The Happy Prince has become a 

statue encrusted with precious jewels and inlaid with 

gold, but he is not made of pure unadulterated gold, since 

the statue within is made only of iron. Neverthel~ss,as 

a statu~,the Prince is a representation of perfect serenity. 

He wants nothing, gives nothing and never cries; he is 

the symbol of the perfect citizen from the viewpoint of a 



Town Councillor, as well as a pleasing divertissement for 

the unhappy and poor in the city. The Young King uses 

beauty in an identical fashion. He seeks to enclose him

self in its effect. His coronation dress in particular 

must be of extraordinary splendour; it must dazzle every-

one who is within sight. When the king eventually spurns 

all of his outward glory to put on a shepherdYs dress, he 

j.s as much as threatened by death from his nobles for dis

gracing both himself and the realm. Wilde,of course,has 

in the back of his mind Carlylets Sartor Resartus. He is 
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saying like Carlyle that externals do not make a man, but 

rather conceal him and prevent him from achieving self

realization, a point of view which in itself is completely 

antithetical to the position on externals in "The Truth 

of Masks". However., it is not externals spec~fically., but 

beauty here which diverts the mind from reality and truth. 

TennysonJs "Lady of Shalott" provides the closest 

counterpart to Wildets ideas in these two specific tales. 

An unfortunate tendency exists among many present-day 

critics to see the poem in terms of a neat anti thes.1s 

beh.reen reality and illusion. As with the Happy Prince 

and the Young King, the Lady of Shalott is removed from 

reality, but she is thrice removed from Reality, and the 

obvious Platonic implications of this condition are 

generally ignored. In millLy respects the Lady of Shalott 

and Wilde's characters approach the tradition. of the 
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solitary Romantic artist, divorced from his public and his 

society, and therefore, as Tennyson and Wilde assert, 

unabl.e to speak for or represent that society. Thus they 

are both rejecting the Romantic notion of the artist and 

formulating a new hypothesis based on interaction and 

commitment. But when Tennyson and Wilde speak of a 

commitment to reality, they are not using the word as a 

synonym for actuality, but rather for that which is Ideal. 

The Lady of Shalott is thrice removed from Crunelot, not 

medieval London. Camelot is an ideal state, existing 

under ideal conditions. Lancelot, who causes the Lady 

to abandon her isolation and seek him out, is an ideal 

man symbolizing a form of human perfection. Tennyson is 

empJ_oying the traditional Platonic synthesis of Reality 

and the Ideal to literally inspire those artists who would 

be genuine artists to serve this new Ideal through art. 

The artist,he argues?must devote himself to the Good and 

the Ideal, rather than live a life of oblivion, even if 

such devotion or attempted union with the Ideal causes 

the artist's own destruction. The Lady of Shalott pro

duced Beauty j.n her tower, but such beauty was sterile; 

Lancelot1 however,as a symbol of Tennyson's ideal combines 

Beauty and Truth in a potent liaison and so attracts the 

Lady from a life of living death. The death she literally 

experiences is in fact a form of nemesis, if only because 

her attempt at co~nunication has come too late and her 
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preceding silence lasted far too long. The poem then is 

as much a warning as it is an exhortation to establish 

through the medium of art a new societal Ideal. 

Wilde's tale of The Happy Prince parallels the ex-

perience of the Lady of Shalott. The Happy Prince is 

beautiful yet useless, and only attains sainthood by 

offering his beauty composed of jewels and goid to aid his 

impoverished subj ects, -whom he") as a statue') placed wi thin 

the city) can now see living in extreme hardship and misery. 

Eyes made of sapphires cry for the first time and volun-

tarily blind themselves to provide food for children and 

even artists. Wilde,like Tennyson~often thought of the 

artist as a kind of Christ figure. Particularly in De 

Profundis he argues that Christ was the greatest of all 

artists because he understood that wealth was a hindrance 

to true self-realization. However., \~ilde I s point in these 

two fairy tales is not that wealth hinders the develop-

ment of personali-ty, but that wealth through its creation 

of beauty subverts such development, and thus that wealth 

and beauty are somehow interconnected by a scheme to de-

prive man of his humanity. .... ' Beauty, as in The Bappy Prince~ 

is all too commonly a device created by the bourgeoisie 

to content the unsuspecting proletariat. Once the Prince 

loses all of his beauty)he is merely discarded by the 

businessmen of the town. He dies as a statue a second 

death and this death is a form of crucifixion. The Lady 
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of Shalott is certainly not a Christ figure, but she too 

dies in an attempt to communicate her new love of the 

Ideal through song. Both the Lady and the Prince have 

discarded their ivory towers and have died at what can 

only be described as the fullest or most intense moment 

of their lives. The idea as an idea is extremely Romantic, 

but its fundamental precedent is Christ's crucifixion 

which appeals constantly as a symbol of the principle of 

life in death. 

The Happy Prince and the Lady of Shalott share one 

other point of' similarity. They die wi tho:ut truly stimu-

lating the awareness of their respectj.ve societies. The 

Prince recej.ves his reward in heaven, but he goes un-

remembered by the people of his city. Although an 

earlier tale, ~hp Hay>pv Princ~j (1885 )'D~vTi tten prior to ~';'he 

Youne; King"f (1891), j.s somewhat more pessimistic than the 

latter tale, since the Prince effects no real change in 

\~ Ii 

his city, nevertheless -,The l1'appy f:r:ince~' does not illus-

',1 II 
trate "'las does '1'he young Kine:', the grolving antipathy and 

tension towards society which lvilde is coming to feel more 

and more as an artist. The Young King is another Christ 

figure who through humility and the disregard of worldly 

goods is able to transform his pragmatic and worldly king-

dom into a form of' Chrj.stian paradise on earth. 

Prior to his coronation he orders his artists to 

create the most smnptuous and regal gown ever made by man. 
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He desires beauty,but beauty created for him by others. 

Never does he consider the implications which such a desire 

has for those who must produce such beauty, for those who 

are the real artists and artisans. In a dream the King 

sees the human suffering which is necessitated by his 

craving for beauty. A weaver, the traditional symbol of 

the artist, remarks in answer to the dreaming king~ 

liI\ 
"In war., the strong make slaves of the 
weak, and in peace the rich make slaves 
of the poor. We must work to live, and 
they give us such mean wages that we die. 
We toil for them all day long, and they 
heap up gold in their coffers, and our 
children fade away before their time, 
ruld the faces of those we love become 
hard and evil. We tread out the grapes, 
and another drinlcs the wine. lITe sow the 
corn, and our own board is empty. We 
have chains, though no eye beholds them; 
and we13re slaves, though men call us 
free". 

In this particular tale Wilde never sees Beauty 

as an evil in itself, he sees it rather as a force which 

blinds men to reality. Hmvever") the quest for Beauty is 

nonetheless in opposition to the quest for Good in the 

world. The Young King~like the Happy Pr'ince,must there-

fore discard all 'vorldJ.y possessions and in particular 

his coronation gown. Like Christ he first walks in the 

habit of a beggar, and is accused of being foolish and 

unrealistic. He even faces death for his convictions. 

15. Oscar Wj.lde, A House of Pomegranates, (London; 
Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1933f,pp. 10-11. 
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His attire, of course, is central to Wilde's statement. 

Paralleling Christ's ascent, the boy is miraculously 

clothed by sunbeams in "a tissued robe that ,,,as fairer than 

the robe that had been fashioned for his pleasure l1
• Spiri-

tual beauty has been made distinct from worldly beauty, as 

it is in Ruskin. Completely within the Christian tradi-

tion, Wilde a~guesthat material splendour must be abandoned 

if true ~thereal splendour is to be achieved or known. 

Thus Beauty is once again equivalent to a form of abstract 

Truth, but solely spiritual Beauty and not that of the 

world. In Tenny§wn as opposed to Ruskin, who are both very 

influential and close to Wilde in this specific stage of 

his development, this sharp dichotomy is not made. Lance-

lot in liThe Lad;YT of Shalott II represents a fusion of spiri-

tual and physical beauty into one ideal. Wilde, however, 

in the two fairy tales discussed is concerned to effect 

precisely a distinction between these two forms of beauty. 

Ironically, ,,,here Tennyson Jig,ses some of the stiffness of 

his Victorian stance on reality, the great aesthete Wilde 

comes to insist upon a firmer and more rigid separation 

between worldly and heavenly Beauty and Truth. Again the 

problem of Keats' definition simply permeates nineteenth

century thought, and no writer at 6n1 time retains a 

consistent position, especially Wilde, on exactly what 

does constitute the relationship between these two concepts. 

Wilde's dilemma during this period is his awareness 



of exploitation. " His answer to such exploitation in Th~ 

Vrmn,q- Kill/il is to deprive artists and artisans of an 

occupation by wearing rags; 

solution is charity, but charity which ends with the 

death of the Prince himself. Such Christian solutions 
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are not solutions at all, they are merely salves to pacify 

the conscience - merely more traditional forms of casuis-

try. The artist as an expounder of the Good and the Ideal 

cannot save society. Wilde certainly does not come to 

this realization immediately, but rather like all reformers~ 

he alters his vision only to the extent that he himself is 

altered by it. The vision very early~however,does begin 

to produce a gradual alienation of vTilde f s interest from 

revolutionary and societal concerns. Such alienation is 

,\ 
perceptible in two other fairy tales by \vilde, The Devoted 

• /I' \\' II 
Frlend and The Bixthday of the ]:»J'anta. 

The Devoted Friend is the story of Little Hans, a 

gardener whose sole delight is to grow beautiful flowers 

in his garden. Wilde is again employing the symbol of 

\\ . fI 
the hortus conclusus but in a much more positive context. 

Little ,Hans grows the flowers for himself alone and chooses 

to suffer the long cold 'winters alone as well, rather than 

to grow crops to take to market~ nevertheless,he shares 

his beauty freely with any who would admire it. He is 

open, warm and loving and thus a favourite of the towns-

people. Little Hans in fact bears remarkable resemblance 
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to Wilde himself. The villain of the piece is a Miller, 

Arnold's Philistine and Marx's Bourgeois. He preaches 

Christian friendship and devotion, but practises ex-

ploitation. By promising a wheelbarrow~he extorts 

slavish service from Little Hans, to the extent that Little 

Hans is asked to risk his life for the Miller's sick son. 

He does and so dies. The Miller exploits blatantly, using 

the argument that between friends nothing is denied, 

causing Little Hans not only to sacrifice his life but 

even to neglect the cultivation of his garden, thus des-

troying Little Hans spiritually as well as physically. 

Wilde is doing a number of things in this tale, 

primarily he is reappraising the artist's function and 

role wi thin society as we].l as the relationship between 

Beau·ty and Truth. 

Ki~/exploitation takes place through ignorance; the ruler 

was ignorant of the suffering which he caused or permitted 

to flourish. Knowledge therefore was the magic catalyst 

to re£orm. But the Miller exploits ffiLd rationalizes such 

exploitation knowingly. He is oblivious to all contact 

with art, a Philistine, as Arnold refers to such men and 

women. Moreove~ even Christianity itself is used and 

manipulated by him as a trick to exploit the gullible 

and simple. In a world that reduces everything of any 

worth to a lie, and destroys all those who live within 

its environs, Wilde seeks to preserve the one thing which 
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the Philistine cannot destroy or control, if only because 

he is unable to comprehend its true value - Art. But 

only the Artist can preserve Art and so must return to 

the protection of the 'hortus conclusus/~ which, if in 

isolation from society, nevertheless would safeguard the 

Beauty forbidden or threatened by society at large. 

The metaphor of Little Hans' garden serves to 

clarify the essentials of lfilde' s schizophrenic universe. 

The flowers and the garden bring with them all the over-

tones of health and lj.fe and joy which Wilde wishes to 

underscore and draw to the reader's attention. The cul-

tivation of Beauty for itself alone is not decadent but 

rather an act in celebration of life and the joy of life. 

Art embodies for Wilde then the very principle of life, 

and he, by conceiving of art as a singular rather than 

secular activity, seeks to preserve its continued and needed 

existence. 

Little Hans 1 nevertheless, is destroyed, and the 

bitterness which Wilde feels towards society takes on a 

~ ~ 

far more aggravated form j.n 'I'he Rirtpcl§:V .9f The Infanta': 

The symbol of the artist in this fairy tale is not dis-

·similar to Little Hans, except that Little Hans is physi-

cally healthy and pleasant to look at. Significantl~ the 

artist figure in "'The j3i!:.thday of tlle _ Infant~! is a dwarf, 

who when presented to the Infanta"stumbled into the arena, 

waddling on his crooked legs and wagging his huge 



misshapen head from side to side". The artist is now seen 

in the guise of a freak whose sole purpose is to amuse 

his captors if only by being himself. In two ways the 

little dwarf approximates the personality of Little Hans; 

he is gentle, joyful and noble and his natural environ-

ment is the seclusion of a forest, another Wildean symbol 

II 1/ of the nortus conclusus. However~the comparison ends here 

and a more significant comparison with Btl.udelaire' s con-

cept of the artist begins. The symbol which B(~udelaire 

employs for the artist is the Albatross -"l'infirme qui 

volai til. Both the dwarf and BO-:.udelaire' s Albatross are 

taken from their own world and forced to undergo the 

cruelty of their captors. The wings of the Albatross in-

hibit land movement, and he hobbles grotesquely as does 

the dwarf. He is mimicked and tortured, a thing of total 

derision~experiencing the horror of isolation in isolation. 

Using the Albatross as a symbol B~o...~udelaire is attempting 

to illustrate not only the artistVs alienation, but the 

duality of the artist's nature. 

Le Po~te est semblable au prince des nu~es 
Qui hante la temp€te et se rit de l'archer; 
Exile sur le sol au milieu des huees, 
Ses ailes de g~ant l'empechent de marcher. 

This alienation and duality exists also for the 

Li ttle Dwarf. The huge misshapen head described by I,alde, 

like the· wings of the Albatross, signifies the artist's 

increased and literally enormous sensitivity and 



intelligence. In his own iyay Wil~e is trying to express 

symbolically two things: the difference intelJ.ectually 

between the artist and the comnon man, and the burden of 

such a consciousness upon the artist himself enclosed 

within a pitiful body with a mind deformed by its own 

immensity. Moreove~he can neither walk withhor behave 

like other human beings and is thus derided and deprived 

of his humanity by his fellow men and women. Like Pascal, 

Wilde also recognizes the physical and mental disproportion 

of man, as well as that of ' the universe within which he 

must somehow survive. Intellectually and spirj.tually the 

Little Dwarf is a giant, dwarfed only by the physical 

world which is itself a microcosm. 

~The Birtpgay of the Infant~/deals with the Dwarf's 

arrival at court. He has been sold by a father who has 

no use for him and given him as a present to amuse the 

Infanta. He mistakes her laughter and her gift of a rose 

for love and determines to teach her all he knows of the 

mysteries and secrets of the forest. Seeing his reflection 

in the mirror he comes to finally understand that the 

Princess laughed not at his dance, but at him, because of 

his deformity and ugliness. 

broken heart. 

ICnowing this he dies of a 

In this tale the court is no longer a symbol of 

contented isolation; the decay of the world has finally 

encroached upon its original naiv~t~. It is now controlled 
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by evil ministers and ignored by a king in perpetual 

mourning. Art in such circumstances is only a diversion, 

and Wilde again reiterates his dichotomy between health 

and disease in the comparison which he draws between the 

Dwarf's forest existence and the court itself. The Dwar~ 

however,is completely cut off from all human love and 

friendship, even his own·father has no feelillg for him, 

and only the birds will show him any kindness. The pathos 

of such alienation is intensified by the Dwarf's ignorance 

of his true condition and the exploitation of him which 

results. Wilde employs the smne technique in his treat

ment of Little HlliLS, who also is in ignorance of the 

cruelty which he experiences. Little Hans~however,is 

blinded by his own kindness; the Dwarf simply does not 

know. His suffering is therefore more extreme than that 

of Little Hans, for he must experience the self-contempt 

which is produced when love goes unrecognized or un

accepted. The beautiful little Infanta is indifferent to 

the Dwarf's feelings of love, it is solely his deformity 

that captures her attention. Of course, in his analysis 

of the little Infanta, Wilde is very much concerned to de

bunk the neo-Platonic concept that inner beauty is re

flected physically without, but he never becomes maudlin 

in his use of the Dwarf and the Infanta as symbols. The 

Infanta represents the potential hope of new life-blood, 

French life-blood, in the court of grave and serious 
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Spain, yet in drawing her character Wilde realistically 

takes into account the deathly circumstances and environ-

ment which have nourished her personality. Not illogi-

cally, therefore, the Infanta, like the court itself, is 

beautiful without, but unfeeling within. 

The distinction between physical and spiritual 

\' ;J 
beauty made in Th?_XoUnKJ~i~~ is made again in the story 

of the Infanta, but love of physical and concrete beauty 

in,I Thp,- Bi~~l.ld_ay_ of th~_ Infantct does not deprive the soul 

or blind the eye to reality. The Dwarf's lack of physical 

beauty ruld the Infanta's lack of spiritual beauty are, 

rather,)ironies which Wilde is placing in contrast to in-

tensify the pathos and pessimism of his tale. However, 

the Dwarf's desire to teach the Infanta is 1<Tilde t sown 

symbolic representation of the Romantic desire to' teach 

the world spiritual beauty through the medium of the 

physical universe. Undoubted1.y Wilde has Wordsworth in 

mind and is referring to lITintern Abbey" in particular. 

Wordsworth as a boy and the Dwarf as a boy are comparable: 

the joy, the activity and the experience of a form of 

spiritual communion with Nature are present in both back-

grounds. Moreove~the Dwarf desires to teach the Infanta 

the mysteries of Nature, just as Wordsworth sought to re-

awaken a.new consciousness of Nature in mankind. It is 

odd to think of Wilde in accord with Wordsworth, at least 

as concerns the merits of Nature, but the Wilde of this 
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period is clutching at precisely the same straws. Wilde 

is surely the less na:Lve.,however. The well-meaning and 

noble Dwarf has no significance for the Infanta apart 

from the ugliness which separates him from other human 

bei.ngs. Only this distinguishes the Dwarf in her eyes, 

and it is the only reason for his continued existence at 

court. His true self is ignored, indeed unknmvn to the 

princess or her entou.rage. 

liTo see ourselves as others see us". In BUJ;'ns 

it is a desire for men to examine their own souls, for 

Wilde it is the recognition of an external self unknown 

or alienated from the inner or true self. It is the re-

cogn.ition of one's own schizophren.ia, as well as the re-

cogni tion of a seJ.f over which one has no control. In a 

brilliant d~nouement 1Hlde depicts the Dwarf's gradual 

recognition of himself as he £irst curiously notices his 

own image in a mirror. In this particular sequence Wilde 

employs a double irony by placing the ugly little Dwarf 

'vi thin the sumptuous and grave surroundings of an audience 

chamber in the Spanish courtn 

It was a monster, the most grotesque monster 
he had ever beheld. Not properly shaped as 
all other people were, but hunchbacked, and 
crooked-limbed, with huge lolling head and 
mane of black hair. The little Dwarf frowned, 
and the monster frowned also. He laughed, 
and it laughed with him, and held its hands 
to its sides, just as he himself was doing. 
He made it a mocking bow, and it returned 
him a low reverence •••• He shouted with 
amusement and ran forward, and it was as 



cold as ice. He grew afraid, and moved 
his hand across, and the monster's hand 
followed it quickly. He tried to press 
on, but something smooth and hard stopped 
him •••• 

What is it? He thought for a moment, 
and looked round at the rest of the room. 
It was strange, but everything seemed to 
have its double in this invisible wall of 
clear water. Yes, picture for picture was 
repeated and couch for couch. The sleeping 
Faun that lay in the alcove by the door
way had its twin brother that slumbered, 
and the silver Venus that stood in the 
sunlight held out her arms to a Venus as 
lovely as herself. 16 

As a technique Wilde's use of the mirror is cer-

tainly not original in itself, although Wilde's treatment 

is subtle and skillful. He prefers not to describe the 

Dwarf's thoughts directly, but allows the effect of each 

frustrated attempt at communication to intensify the 

Dwarf's reactions as well as those of the reader. The 

Dwarf's initial curiosity grows and develops into terror 

as he comes to identify with an object once external and 

separate from himself. The reader too is made to exper-

ience the Dwarfvs curiosity and terror as they occur, 
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and thus becomes co-author to the Dwarf's process of self-

realization. The Dwarfis tragedy is not unlike that of 

Oedipus, for in both instances self-realization is tanta-

mount to self-destruction. The Dwarf discovers himself 

as he is seen by others, although not as he is, for he is 

much more than an image in a mirror. Yet the despair 

16. Ib"d 63 65 ~") pp. - • 
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which he feels and his eventual death result from his rea

lization that not only is he unable to alter his own 

appearance and thus reality, but most importantly he is 

unable to alter the way in which he is perceived by others. 

He is a prisoner of both his body and the limited perception 

of ordinary human beings. 

Symbolically Wilde is using the little Dwarf to ex

press the essential difference between the artist and man

kind in general, a difference which cannot be reconciled, 

and literally demands a life of continuous alienation and 

isolation for the artist. The differences are too many 

and the similarities too few to enable the artist to find 

acceptance within society. The Dwarf also functions as a 

symbol of the effect which society has on the artist; it 

destroys him by demeaning him, by perceiving him as a 

dwarf, a thing without significance to be laughed at and 

derided. The schizophrenia which the artist therefore ex

periences is not intrinsic to himself, but in actuality 

is caused bya consciousness which will see or grant the 

existence of a man or a woman only in part and so must 

create division within the self. 

\"'J'he J3irthday c:>£ the Infanpa'.frepresents both a 

change in Wilde's conception of the artist and a change 

in his p'roposed solution to the artist's increasing 

alienation. The I'hortus conclusus" has been discarded as a 

haven for Truth and Beauty. In B·-~_udelaire the Albatross 



is captured by sailors while in flight; in Wilde the 

Dwarf is captured and taken by a group of hunters who see 

him by chance in the forest. There is no physical escape, 

society pervades every corner of existence. In reaction 

to this realization~Wilde,therefore~abandons all interest 

in immediate societal reform as hopeless1 and eventually 

returns to his earlier role of professional aesthete. 

However, to illustrate the extent of Wilde's pessimism 

concerning society, the little Infanta when informed of 

the Dwarf's death and broken heart, remarks, "For the 

future let those who come to play with me have no hearts". 

Society is thus seen .by '''ilde very much as a shell of 

lies, cruelty and insensitivity, a vulgar and ornate 

wasteland in which Wilde nevertheless feels bound to sur-

vive. 

During the period between 1888 - 1891- a transfor

mation takes place in 'Hlde. The fairy tales and parti

cularly, \]:-he Bi rthdav of The~l=nf?-n_t.a~ illustrate his 

growing paranoia and desire for escape and security. 

While writing the fairy tales, which begin very much as 

didactic illustrations of duty ffiLd social conscience, he 

is simultaneously exploring his own psyche and,as in the 

fairy tales,his changing concepts of the role of art and 
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the artist in society. However.,where the fairy tales pro-

ject a series of various messages with respect to the 

artist in society, the criticism, produced within the 
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same period, is attempting to arrive at what can only be 

termed a psychoJ.ogy of art; that is, an understanding of 
, 

how and why art either ~ffects or fails to ~ffect human 

beings within a world as sterile as that depicted time 

and time again in Wilde's fairy tales. 



CHAPTER III 

He not busy being born is busy dyingo - Bob Dylan 

A visual orientation dominates the art and criticism 

of Wilde during the early period of his writing. To see a 

thing as it is, to see a thing as it is not - these two 

conflicting desires control his early intellectual develop-

mente As with many other Post-Renaissance thinkers, the 

schizophrenia and alienation produced by this conflict of 

visual perception results in a rationalization of mind 

over matter. Satants insistence that "the mind is its own 

place" parallels Pascal's "roseau pensant", and Descartes' 

dependence upon thought as the true and only gauge of 

existence. The Little Dwarf in Wilde's fairy tale is des-

troyed by the world in which he lives, he is virtually 

helpless to prevent his own destruction. The mind~then) 

and the mind's great resource'}the imagination,)becomes the 

last region of safety for the man or woman who, like Wilde, 

sees too well things as they are. As he says, "The nine-

teenth century dislike of Realism is the rage of Caliban 

seeing his own face in a glass. The nineteenth century 

dislike of Romantid.sm is the rage of Caliban not seeing 

1 
his own face in a glass". 

1. "Preface to The Picture of Dorian Gray", £l2..:. 
cit., ed. Ellmanu')p. 235. 
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Wilde as always combines within himself both the 

realist and the Romantic, but as he goes beyond realism in 

the fairy tales, he extends his concerns beyond those of 

RomillLticism in his later criticism. He says at one point 

in The Critic as Artist that "artists reproduce either 

themselves or each other with wearisome iteration. But 

Criticism is always moving on and the critic always de

veloping". Wilde's own very significant development in

volves his interest in the mind and the imagination. In 

liThe Decay of Lying" (1889) he focuses particularly on the 

function of imagination in the creation of illusion, which 

first concerned him on a theoretical basis in an earlier 

essay "The Truth of Masks" (1885). 1.filde in both essays 

desires to widen the gap between Art and Life. Yet Life 

in itself does not frighten Wilde, it is rather the in

fluence of life on his own personality which disturbs him. 

In Keats one finds a correspondence with Wilde's own ana

lysis of life at this time, as well as a comparable solution 

to the problem of reality faced by both artists. Keats' 

"Ode to a Nightingale" records a passionate desire to es

cape from life in order to achieve unification with an 

external reality through the medium of art, but art as each 

of the great Romantics lcnew and understood it was not the 

most reliable of transcendental media. "The fancy" as Keats 

sadly remarks, "cannot cheat so well as she is feigned to 

do, deceiving elf". Underlying this recognition of the 
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power of reality, there is also a new awareness of the 

function of the unconscious. Freud's analysis of societal 

influence was in fact understood long before Freud for

mulated any of his observations. However., in respect to 

terminology, what Freud refers to as the super-ego, Wilde 

understands as "Nature"·or "Life", and his fear,therefore,) 

is the fear of the suppression of himself by Nature or, 

in Freudian terminology, the Super-Ego. To alleviate- this 

fear he must attack the very principle of interdependence 

between Art and Life, first hypothesized by Plato in his 

theory of archetypes and later developed along aesthetic 

lines by Aristotle in his theory of mimetic art. Wilde, 

as a result'1comes to attack an entire orientation to 

reality as well as the manner in which that orientation 

perceives reality. 

He begins by merely attempting to fortify himself 

against the destructive influence of "Life" or "Nature". 

If the fancy is a deceiving elf, but unreliable, the fancy 

should therefore in liilde Y s analysis be made more de

pendable through early cultivation of the art of lying. 

If one compares Ruskin's attitude to "false" art and that of 

Wilde, the prevailing attitudes are both contrary and ir

reconcilable~ lihat Wilde comes to argue is that all art by 

nature is false, the more false, strangely enough, the more 

fertile and healthy. He blithely refers to "careless 

habits of accuracy", but seriously sees the pursuit of 
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exhorts the artist to copy and recreate the best in life, 

as an example to all men, thus his interest in the great 

deeds of heroes of poetry and tragedy in particular as a 

exemplary form of moral education. Arnold too is obviously 

equally influenced by Aristotle, although his emphasis is 

less upon religion per se and more upon upright and noble 

behaviour. Despite his theory of archetypes, however, 

Plato like Wilde is very much in the habit of contradicting 

himself, and as a result realizes that art itself is a 

realm of archetypes and produces often its own reflections 

in life. Wilde arrives at this insight as well, although 

as a realization it does in fact pervade nineteenth-century 

thought, manifested specifically in its obsession with 

censorship and its fear of subversive literature. Neverthe

less, in Wilde at this stage there is no fear of the in

fluence exerted by art on life, and his attitude to any 

such possible influence in fact favours those 'circumstances 

creating a catalytic relationship between the distinct 

worlds of art and life. 

Having arrived at the position that Art is not only 

a world apart from Nature, but a world of archetypes in

fluencing rather than reflecting Life, Wilde glories in 

his own insight and sees in it a means of artistic freedom 

for the artist and himself in particular~ Selecting 

Balzac, for whom he has great admiration as a novelist, he 

uses Coleridge's distinction between fancy and the imagination 



:facts and :factual data which he h1.mself advocated in "The 

Rise of Historical Criticism" as productive of artistic 

sterility. "If something cannot be done to check or at 

least to modify our monstrous worship of facts, Art will 

become sterile and Beauty will pass away from the land". 2 

Mimetic thought in Wilde's eyes becomes a form of viru

lent disease, eating away at the very substance of life. 

What is significant,however"is that he views mimesis not 

as a function of art, but as a process of thought,per

vading the mind and the unconscious. Consequentl~he is 

most unwilling to see yom~g minds exposed to such a pro

cess of' mimetic conditioning, and foreshadows the fears 

o:f a form of Pavlovian condition and response derived 
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:from the belief in and pract±~c of didactic art primarily 

concerned with the inculcation of morality and "character". 

It is doubtful that mimesis is the invention of 

anyone philosopher, but in Plato certainly the idea is 

:first organized into a vision of reality. Plato postu

lates a theory of archetypes whereby reality or actuality, 

as man knows it1 is but a reflection of a greater reality 

which embodies perfection, Truth and Beauty. Art then as 

a reflection of Life is thrice removed from Reality. In 

Aristotle's Poetics this idea tcl~es precedence. Aristotle, 

employing a not dissimilar hierarchy of subject to Ruskin, 

2. pp. cit., ed.Ellmann, pp. 294-3. 
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to argue that "the justification of a character in a novel 

is not that other persons are Hhat they are, but that the 

author is what he is 11. The imagination for Coleridge is 

a medium for the creation of the artist's own unique and 

completely personal vision of reality. Balzac exemplifies 

this concept of imagination perfectly; he has, Wilde 

asserts, created the nineteenth century itself and transformed 

it into an art form, which unoriginal and uninspired life 

in turn seeks to reflect. 

But if Life reflects Art, then certainly it is a 

potentially moral instrument. Wilde in this essay himself 

refers to Life as "Art's best, Art's only pupil". He 

means by this that art instructs life in the cultivation 

of Beauty - yet what of morals and behaviour, does it cul

tivate these also? Dostoievsky, having Balzac and Dickens 

in mind, spoke of creating a new "type" in his novel The 

Idiot, that the goodness of the novel's protagonist might 

be reflected and repeated in the Horld of actuality. 

Tennyson's aim in writing The Idylls of the King is also 

to create a "new man" and thus a new world through art. 

Therefore, if Dostoievsky and Tennyson, possessing such 

moral aims, both assume that Life reflects Art, as does 

Wilde, upon what possible grounds can Wilde assert that 

all art is useless and amoral? This is the essential con

tradiction which Wilde must resolve if his thesis as a 

whole is to hold. Hts reasoning, however, is as ambivalent 



as his O\vn position. Art's sole purpose,he argues,is the 

creation of Beauty, Beauty which is in turn reflected in 

Life, but morality he ignores by simply refusing to 

acknowledge its existence in art. 

The only beautiful things, as somebody 
once said, are the things that don't 
concern us. As long as a thing is use
ful or necessary to us, or affects us 
in any way, either for pain or pleasure, 
or appeals strongly to our sympathies, 
or is a vital part of the environment 
in which we live, it is outside the 
proper sphere of art. To art's subject
matter we should be more or less in
different.3 

He flees from life and nature which he perceives 

as sterile only, ironically, to seek sterility in art. 
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Beauty itself"lhowever'lis not sterile, and while analysing 

the effect of Beauty he argues a position in direct oppo-

sition to that quoted: 

They [the Greeks] knew that Life gains 
from Art not merely spirituality, depth 
of thought and feeling, soul-turmoil or 
soul-peace,but that she can form her
self on the very lines and colours of 
art, and can reproduce the dignity of 
Pheidias as well as the grace of 
Praxiteles. Hence came their objec
tion to realism. 4 

1vi thin the context of "The Decay of Lying" it must 

be understood that "\Hlde is vacillating between a Romantic 

desire to improve the quality of life itself through the 

3. Ibidt.)p. 299. 

4. Ibid~,pp, 307-308. 
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cultivation of Beauty and a "decadent" desire to see art 

freed from an essentially Victorian interest in moral be

haviour. His desires are consistent, but his logic con

tradictory because, like all philosophers, he is involving 

himself in the fabrication of generalizations. It is 

therefore irrelevant to evaluate Wilde on the basis of 

consistent argument, only the process of his thought has 

any significance at this stage and indeed until the pub

lication of his essay "The Critic as Artist". The above 

passage is quoted to illustrate the contradiction in-

volved in 1Hlde t s analysis of his own antagonism to life, 

but also to illustrate how this antagonism and concern 

for self-discovery causes him to hit upon very real in

sights concerning the nature of art and thought. The 

above passage in fact coincides with the theory of vision 

put forth by Blake. Blake contended the one "became what 

(one) beheld". As a concept it is still mimetic in 

principle, yet can be viewed either positively or negatively, 

depending very much upon the specific archetype reflected 

or "beheld. Blake himself believed that if human beings 

"beheld" something as psychologically injurious as a fac-

tory, they would themselves become a factory. Employing 

precisely the same principle Wilde~however)argues the re

verse - that in beholding beauty one oneself becomes 

beautiful or more precisely a human art form. Therefore, 

as aforementioned, '''hen influence of this kind is exerted 



upon life, Wilde advocates the influence of Art on life in 

general, but once the influence of morality through art is 

considered Wilde's generalization loses its momentum and 

mimesis as a principle in itself remains virtually un-

challenged,providing that Life is a reflection of Art for 

lvilde and not the converse. 

Nevertheless,the implications of such inverse 

mimesis are enormous in Wilde's developing aesthetic. 

The mind can know and experience the past, find expression 

and extension through art as a medium, and thus find with-

in art a medium of self-discovery and self-exploration. 

However')Wilde remains obsessed with his desire to fully 

comprehend mimesis, and the remaining essay is a record 

of his attempts to completely succeed in isolating the 

complex and intricate interconnection between Art and Life. 

Leaping from his own approximation of Blake's theory of 

vision to a very close approximation of that of Berkele~ 

he chooses to focus upon his own analysis of perception 

and provides this brief but insightful discussion of 

Nature and Life. 

For what is Nature? Nature is no great mother 
who has borne us. She is our creation. It is 
in our brain that she quickens to life. Things 
are because we see them, and what we see, and 
h01v we see it, depends on the Arts that have 
influenced us. To look at a thing is very 
different from seeing a thing. One does not 
see anything until one sees its beauty. Then, 
and then only, does it come into existence.5 

---------------------
5. Ibid." p. lj.12. 
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Again~this contradicts his earlier theory of Art's 

influence upon life. Wilde incorporates Blake's concept 

of vision, but understands far greater complexity in 

the interaction between Life and Art. Significantly, Wilde 

is not saying that Life reproduces or reflects Art, he is 

saying something far more important - that art alters 

our consciousness of life. He has for the moment rejected 

the principle of imitation, and is beginning to perceive 

reali ty in terms of a new dynamj.c. 

Not that Wilde's ideas are new or original, but 

to parallel them one must return either to the sixteenth 

cen-tury to see feelings and thoughts colour man's en-

vironment, or look to Eliot in the twentieth century for an 

analysis of objective correlativity. Yet Wilde is speaking 

of more than merely the externalization of an inner reality, 

and is attempting some form of approach to the workings 

of unconscious reality itself. Beyond the ideas of Eliot, 

Wilde is here foreshadowing the concerns of modern lin-

guistic philosophy to understand how language itself 

governs our perception of life. Indeed he says in "The 

Cri tic as Artist" that "There is no mode of action, no form 

of emotion, that we do not share with the lower animals. 

It is only by language that we rise above them, or above 

each other - by language, which is the parent and not the 

. 6 
child, of thought". Such an observation is Ita priori" 

6. 0 £0 cti., ed, Ellmann, p. 359. 



in the systems of both Russell "and Wi ttgenstein. What is 

more fascinating,)however"'j is that Wilde is looking at art 

in a manner closely resembling McLUhan's discussion of 

media, a theoretical comparison which becomes more and 
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more self-evident as Wilde develops and extends his theories 

of the effect of art on man's consciousness. 

If not "what" we see, or whether we see any given 

thing as it is or not, but "how" we see is altered by art, 

then art is in actuality unconsciously affecting its aud

ience regardless of its 01v.n specific purpose or aim. 

Employing the example of fog, Wilde explains how the mind 

processes data available to it at all times. Obviously,) 

as Wilde understood, the mind filters out that data con

sidered unnecessary to its own continued existence or 

without any aesthetic value. But once an orange or an 

apple is thought of , as an art form as well as a food, a 

new dimension of reality has been understood, just as fog, 

once seen by an artist as beautiful or unique')is altered 

and in turn alters man's perception or consciousness. Per-

ceiving a new dimension to reality changes the fundamental 

charac'ter of that reality, if only because the integration 

of that new dimension must take place consciously or un

consciously within the minds of human beings. The revolu

tion in art which took place in the Renaissance causing 

art to be manifested in the illusion of three-dimensional 

reality and possessing a particularly spatial focus is an 
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illustration of an unconscious shift in perception made 

conscious. Men of the Renaissance had only to examine the 

interiors of their own houses or churches to know that 

their world was in transition. A somewhat comparable 

revolution takes place in art during the latter half of 

the nineteenth century with the birth of Impressionism. 

For this reason Impressionism for Wilde is not simply the 

birth of a new form of art, rather, as a new art form 

dealing essentially with the effects of light refraction, 

Impressionism for Wilde is comparable to a new vision of 

reality and thus productive of a ne\v dimension to life 

itself. 

The problems and concerns of perception are from 

this point intermingled with the problem of morality in 

art, which Wilde has yet to resolve. Moreover, his new 

awareness that art influences not only lif~but the mind 

raises another problem concerning freedom within art. 

Inverted mimesis, or the influence of art on life, may 

ensure the liberty of the artist's conception of reality, 

but does it by extension deny the imagination and thus the 

freedom of the artist's audience? Does the artist's con

trol and creation of his own vision result in the destruc

tion or replacement of vision in the reader or listener? 

At one point in 1I':f.1he Decay of Lyingll Wilde asserts that')' if . 

the Philistines are to be routed,)IISociety sooner or later 

must return to its lost leader, the cultured and fascinating 



J.iar" • It is~of course? an echo of Shelley; but is the 

artist in fact the unacknowledged legislator of the world, 

and if so, what are the dynamics of such legislation? 

Wilde very soon becomes suspicious of his own theory of 

mimesis. Thought, like Art, he contends in the "Decay of 

Lying", is independent and "develops purely on its own 

lines". In Dorian Gray")however'J and "The Critic as Artist" 

thought is conceived of less independently and its re-

lation to art is examined more fully.--

Marshall McLuhan discusses this very problem of 

mimesis in a short segment within The Gutenberg Galaxy 

concerning the advent of literacy. - He makes this comment 

in respect to PJ.ato I s distaste for iiteracy and preference 

for oral communication. 

Mimesis to Plato had appeared, quite under
standably, as varieties of rep~esentation, 
especially visual. In his Poetics 4, 
Aristotle made mimesis central to his en
tire cognitive and epistemological world, 
not limiting-"'i t to anyone sense e But the 
first onset of literacy, and, therefore, 
of visuality as abstracted from the other 
senses, seemed to Plato a diminuation of 
ontological awareness, or an impoverishment 
of Being. Bergson somewhere asks, how 
should we be able to know if some agent 
could double the speed of all events in 
the world? Quite simply, he answered. \oJe 
would discern a great loss of richness in 
experience. Such seems to have been Plato's 
attitude towards literacy and visual mime
sis. 7 

7°Marshall McLuhan. The Gutenberg Galaxy (New York; 
Signet Books, 1969),p. 68." , 
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The "impoverishment of Being" understood and feared 

by Plato is Wilde's theme in The Portrait of Dorian Gray. 

To become what one beholds in the case of art, is to become 

an art form oneself. But what are the dynamics of such a 

form of mimetic transformation? In search of an answer 

the crux of the novel revolves around the strange and 

chemical relationship between Dorian Gray and his portrait. 

Was there some subtle affinity between the 
chemical atoms, that shaped themselves into 
form and colour on the canvas, and the soul 
that was within him? Could it be that what 
the soul thought, they realized? - that 
what it dreamed, they made true? Or was 
there some other, more terrible reason?8 

Wilde~like Keats,views the relationship between Art 

and Life as a chemical process. In the above passage, he 

is recording the thoughts of Dorian Gray. as he examines a 

changed representation of himself in his portrait. Dorian 

Gray wonders first if Lj.fe, in this case his living soul, 

is reflected in Art, but this possibility is soon succeeded 

by his awareness of some other, more dread explanation. 

Art, Wilde illustrates through Dorian Gray's fear 

of such an explanation, has precisely the effect on Life 

which he describes and advocates in "The Decay of Lying"; 

that is, Art alters the fabric of reality itself. His 

theory too that absolute existence or being derives from 

a perception of beauty j.s illustrated by Dorian as well. 

o 
O. Ope cit., ed. Aldington,p. 246. 
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Dorian Gray comes to fear the very principle of change and 

thus life directly as a result of the cognizance of his 

own beauty which he acquires through the portrait painted 

bf him by Basil Hallward. Wilde1therefore1is reiterating 

his premise that until the beauty or aesthetic quality of 

mLy given thing is understood and recognize~~! rests 

virtually nonexistent. However,Dorian Gray through Basil 

Hallward and LCl"'C.\ Henry 1votton is made aware of his ex-

ternal beauty, and thus a dimension of himself previously 

unnoticed, once perceived, alters his entire personality. 

But of course the chemical interaction between these 

three men is more complex, and through the creation of 

such an interrelat'ionship \vilde seeks a more thorough 

examination of both the principle of mimesis and the nega-

tive effects which the influence of all art may exert upon 

life and reality as perceived through one's consciousness. 

To begin, the,portrait of Dorian Gray is not a 

portrait of Dorian Gray at all, it is a protrait of the 

unified into one self. The novel~however,is not an alle-

gory, it is rather an examination of schizophrenia and 

the psychology of influence. Wilde is using as an arche-

type Plato's concept of a tripartite soul divided into 

Emo:t;ion,' Wi:L~J and RElCtson. As a concept it is not terribly 

different from the tripartite analysis of Freud. The Ego 

is equated with Will, Emotion with Id, and Reason with 
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Super-ego. The analogy is not airtight, but both constructs 

are comparable if not identical, and furthermore also re-

call Eliot's theory of a dissociation of sensibility with-

in man. 

The Will in Plato, much like the Ego in Freud, is 

in itself without direction if it is not aligned in some 

way with either Reason or Emotion. L~~d Henry Wotton in 

fact· conceives of Dorian Gray as a form of living "tabula 

rasa", a blank slate upon which to implant impressions. 

For Hallward~however~Dorian is a symbol of Greek perfection. 

Yet this is significant in itself because Dorian possesses 

neither feelings nor thoughts of his own with the exception 

of those provided for him by Hallward's ideal, and which 

ironically is the harmony of self advocated by the Greek 

Unconsciously he defines for me the lines 
of a fresh school, a school that is to have 
in it all the passion of the romantic spirit, 
all the perfection of the Greek. The har
mony of soul and body - how much that is. 
We in our madness have separated the two, 
and have invented a realism that is vulga:r, 
an ideality that is void. 9 

Hallward, because he worships Dorian as an ideal, 

does not and cannot paint Dorian as he is, but. only as 

Hallward himself is, or rather as Dorian is, transformed 

and idealized by Hallward. Hallward has in fact recreated 
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Dorian in a new guise. Yet while Hallward recreates Dorian 

through the mediLtm of painting, ~PdHenry Wotton effects 

an even more potent metamorphosis through the verbal 

medium of ideas. Lci,J Henry Wotton's art is the art of 

words. He uses words to recreate new meaning and reality, 

seeing abvays a dimension unseen by others. Nevertheless 

despi te their artistry, both ~\'d Henry and Basil Hallward 

are sterile men, sterile in the sense employed by Keats, 

lacking a self and therefore requiring transcendence and 

unification through vicarious experience. Hallward 

possesses a deep and refined sensibility but can express 

it only through art; ~rd Henry postulat~s innruuerable 

theories but practises none. "A poet, a great poet, is the 

most unpoetical of all creatures", Wotton explains, quoting 

Keats at one point, adding himself that "(He) writes the 

poetry that [he] dare not realize". 

Ln~d Henry Wotton fashions himself~however,not as an 

artist or poet,but as' a scientist. Dorian Gray in turn is 
~-----,.-... ~ ,"-.--,.-- -.. ...... ,-, -. 

lc~~d }I_~~~~y~_~_:Frankenstein, his creat_~~n~a~1~=~_~enry him

self says. Yet in the long and significant passage in 

which he analyses hj_s influence upon and psychological 

manipUlation of Dorian Gray, Henry Ifotton remarks also that, 

"It often happened that when we thought we were really ex-

perimenting on others, we were really experimenting on our-

selves". Dorian Gray is an extension of Sir Henry, as he 

is an extension of Basil Hal11iTard; each man desires a 
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£o!'!':l._of.12~ychic fusion with the .. youth a~d 1?eauty of Dorian 

G!,c:tY that the life and the sensation denied to. tp,(Oj!li .. .in 

r~ality can be k~own vicariously through Dorian ~~a 

medium and as an art form. Because of this Dorian Gray 

becomes prematurely old before his time while simultaneously 

maintaining perpetual youth, yet knowing neither real age 

nor real youth, since, quite simply,he has himself exper

ienced neither of these two states of being. BY."b.ec()mi~~_~ 

art form created by Basil Hallward and Lbt-'ciHenry .~otto~, 

his "5e.lf" is reduced to a painting on a cClnvas, an il-

J.usion of three-dimensional reality. Thus a double irony 

is employed through Wilde's device of Dorian's portrait; 

Art is reflected in Life which itself is represented by a 

form of artistic illusion. Indeed for Wilde the concept 

of self is an illusion, as insubstantial as a flat canvas, 

and as intangible. 

Wilde at this point has altered his position con-

siderably concerning the nature of art and the nature of 

Art's influence on Life. Dorian must be thought of as 

an archetype for all hunlan beings who have experienced the 

effects of Art. As he argued in "The Decay of Lying", to 

behold art is to become an art form oneself and to perceive 

beauty is still to recreate life, but view·ed psychologi-

cally') 1viJ-de in The Portrait of Dorian Gray comes to see 

both processes as destructive to the integrity of the human 

psyche or soul. Dorian loses far more than he acquires 
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through the artistic insights and influence of Basil Hall-

ward and LfJl~d Henry Wotton. Part of the problem is due 

largely to the fact that Wilde is using the experience of 

such an empty human being as Dorian Gray to theorize a 

generalization concerning the interrelationship between 

Art and Life. He argues 1 like Keats, that the true Artist 

is without an absolute personality, but he seems equally 

convinced that all human beings are as mindless and emotion-

less as a man such as Dorian Gray. Human beings, and the 

hrunan mind itself1are understood at this stage by Wilde 

as being only '"tabulae rasae t with none of the beneficial 

ef'fects accorded to them by art in "The Decay of Lying". 

Consequently"l the fear of self loss or destruction theo

rectically brought about by Art in Dorian Gray produces 

by extension a desire to find and understand what exactly 

does constitute onets "self"; that is, is the mind in fact 

as Locke contends a form of ·'tabula rasa:? 

The self? as Wilde sees it1 is divided, but divided 

in what way, by what means? Does the influence of art in 

fact split man's soul by providing a medium for vicarious 

experience? "To cure the soul by means of the senses, and 

the senses by means of the soul", as Lt,~d Henry Wotton main

tains, is only a method of escaping one reality by entering 

vicariously into another. Nevertheless Sir Henry continu-

ously expounds the harmlessness of art, since to be a 

spectator of onets own life is to achieve true freedom from 
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life itself, but what wotton does not understand is that it 

is also to create the need for vicarious experience as 

well. Moreover., Art as a vicarious medium, as loJilde illus-

trates, possesses more than one function or dimension, 

and thus is doubly dangerous. It not only deprives one 

of one's own life and experience, it also provides escape 

and consolation by supplanting one's own concerns with 

those of a puppet on a stage or within a book, whose pro-

blems are ephemeral and die almost as they are born. Yet 

again Wilde becomes ensnared in contradiction; mimetic 

art cannot provide escape, rather it must encourage imi-

tation; it must affect and alter. By means of this con-

tradiction,howeve~ Wilde is subtl~ - exposing the frag

mented and· disunified sensibility of lor-cl.Henry loJotton and 

that of his partial creation Dorian Gray. The relationship 

is such that because LorA Henry's sensibility is disunified, 

the sensibility of Dorian Gray is disunified as well, thus 

illustrating a mimetic relationship. Dorian seeks sen-

sation to cure his conscience; but ends in a search for 

complete and total oblivion. Keats sought escape in sen-

sation also, but he sought meaning and significance in 

conjunction with that sensation, whereas Dorian's quest for 

sensual data functions solely in a vacuum. As opposed to 

self-dis'covery, the quest of Keats, Dorian is involved 

only with the mutilation of his own conscience, although 

not a moral conscience specifically, but rather a 
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consciousness of the daily increasing control which the 

'. I 
composite ideal of Basil Hallward and Li:lr<J Henry Wotton 

more and more comes to acquire over his soul. 

For this reason the Huysmans section, inspired 

almost equally by Pater, is extremely ironic. Within this 

section of the novel there is indeed a new theory of art, 

and new aesthetic, but the aesthetic of Huysmans and Pater 

is not one of transcendental escape, but one of transcen-

dental discovery. Initially Dorian recognizes something 

of himself in Gautier, who said of himself that he was a 

man for whom "the visible world existed". Wilde repeats 

this quote and develops from it, very much along the lines 

of Symbolist thought, his theory that Life is an art form. 

However,where Dorian is the creation of other men, the 

Symbolists created art forms of themselves. Dorian would 

appear to espouse this latter philosophy, but again Wilde 

shows Dorian influenced not by ideas of his own, but those 

of Art, and specifically the novel A Rebours. Dorian 

fashions himself after Des Esseintes, the protagonist in 

A Rebours, forgetting that the desired isolation of Des 

Esseintes develops from real feelings of misanthropy, and 

provides a haven for a man who has experienced both pain 

and pleasure in life and would recreate, not imitate, the 

art for which he feels such great affinity. In Gautier, 

Pater and Huysmans, 1{ilde will later see the prototypes 

for his own vision of the critic as artist, but in Dorian 
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Gray the fact that Des Esseintes creates both an atmosphere 

and a library suited to himself alone is somehow ignored 

by focusing solely upon the love of the concrete and the 

beautiful expressed as it is in such an unusual and 

exotic fashion by Des Esseintes. 

The loss of Dorian's own personality for Wilde is 

interconnected with the loss of selfhood by maru~ind in 

general. Influenced by Symbolist thought possibly during 

the very period of writing Dorian Gray (1890), he infuses 

the book with numerous analyses of the psychological split 

in man between the mind and the senses. The novel does 

not in fact integrate his fear of mimetic thought with 

such schizophrenia in the modern mind, but it does illus

trate that on practically every level IVilde is probing 

into heretofore untouched areas of human psychological ex

perience. Wilde's own ambivalence with respect to the 

senses is the only possible reason why he refuses to main

tain a consistent position concerning sensory experience in 

the novel. On the one hand) Wilde, through ):.DIi'ti Henry Wotton, 

appears to offer a new freedom of self oriented to the 

senses, yet,on the other hand~he seems also to fear such a 

sensual remvakening and therefore far too often chooses to 

describe the limp and foolish orgiastic flights of Dorian 

Gray into a supposedly grotesque world of sensual pleasure 

and escape. In the following passage such ambivalence is 

very apparent as he commences an analysis of the division 
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dissolves as Wilde continues to consider the effect of a 

loss of sensory experience and the sublimation of sen-

sation by the mind. 

The worship of the senses has often, and 
wi th much justice, been descrie.d. -, men 
feeling a natural instinct of terror about 
passions and sensations that seem stronger 
than themselves, and that they are con
scious of sharing with the less highly 
organized forms of existence. But it 
appeared to Dorian Gray that the true 
nature of the senses had never been under
stood, and that they~~~mained savage and 
animaltt~b~use the world had sought to 
starve them into submission or to kill 
them by pain, instead of aiming at making 
them elements of a new spirituality, of 
which a fine instinct for beauty was to be 
the dominant characteristic. As he looked 
back upon man moving through history, he 
was haunted by afe.-e.\H1"9 of loss. So much 
had been surrendered! and to such little 
purpose~ There had been mad wilful re
jection~ monstrous forms of self-torture 
and self-denial, whose origin was fear, 
and whose result was ()y degradation in
finitely more terrible than that fancied 
degradation from which, in their ignorance, 
they had sought to escape, nature, in her 
wonderful irony, driving out the anchorite 
to feed with the wild animals of the desert 
and giving to the hermit the beasts of the 
field as his companions. 10 

Significantly, these ideas are Wilde's,but they are 

not truly those of Dorian Gray. At no other point in the 

novel does Dorian Gray sense such loss, never having denied 

himself, or the concept which he comes to have of himself, 

and at 110 other point does the new spirituality combining 

mind and body of which Dorian speaks become more than a 

10. Ib"d __ l_~., p. 286. 
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fascinating theory. It is important~nevertheless1that 

Wilde is analysing the mental and physical schizophrenia 

within man. It is Blruce's theme also, and Wilde on 

more than one occasion echoes not only Pater, Huysmans 

and Gautier but Blake as well, specifically Blake's 

C_~!§:E.;ri.ag:LQ_LHe~.!.Lill1-d Hell"'. As a result there is not 

ali ttle of Blruce' s Devil in to>-cl. Henry Wotton, although 

most certainly where Blake's Devil is the spirit of energy 

and life, ht~d Henry is very much a philosopher of inaction 

and refined contemplation. Nevertheless L~t~Henry's 

aphorism that, "The only way to get rid of a temptation is 

to yield to it", does recall many of Blruce' s Proverbs of 

Hell, in particular: "The road of excess leads to the 

palace of wisdom"; "He who desires but acts not, breeds 

pestilence"; "You never know what is enough unless you 

know what is more than enough"; "Enough, or too much". 

The list and the similarities are endless, but what is im

portant is that Wilde like Blruce is searching for some 

means of self-discovery, to offset the sense of loss which, 

like Blake,he also feels so keenly. 

The influence of Pater's concept of life as a 

series of "moments privileges" with its implications in 

respect to temporal concepts and the notion particularly 

of continuum is reflected in Dorian's new aesthetic as 

well. But again Dorian in dream and Dorian in fact are 

most dissimilar. Dorian's life is not a series of 



privileged moments, it is a perpetual present. Time has 

been defeated by a trick of art: 

The brain has its mvn food on which it 
battened, and the imagination, made gro
tesque by terror, twisted and distorted 
as a living thing by pain, danced like 
some foul puppet on a stand, and grinned 
through moving masks. Then suddenly time 
stopped for him. Yes, that blind, slow 
breathing thing crmvled no more, and 
horrible thoughts, time being dead, 
raced nimbly on in front, and dragged 
a hideous future from its grave, and 
showed it to him. He stared at it. 
Its very horror made him stone. ll 

Dorian's hideous future is a dead future, a mere 
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timeless continuum, the horror of which is further inten-

sified by Dorian's realization that he has neither a 

future nor a past, since his past is but a string of 

memories, best unremembered. He has known sensation and 

the effect of escape, but never feeling or beauty, and 

thus life for Dorian Gray is a disappointment and a void. 

Wilde through Dorian Gray spe~cs of dreams as 

"phantoms, more terrible than reality itself", recalling 

instincts somehow deadened in life but reborn in the mind 

at night. This nocturnal reality more real than reality 

can be escaped only by a casuistic transformation of 

Pater's theory of moments into a rationale of sensual 

mysticism. Where Pater argues the immorality of accep-

ting "any formal creed or system", Wilde must use this 

11. Ibod __ 1_0') p. 327. 
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not as an assertion of his own thought, but to pursue what 

he terms the mysteries of the soul. The experimentation 

he advocates is again another manifestation of escape 

into oblivion created by endless sensual pursuit. The 

brilliant portrait of the supersensitive and tortured 

Des Esseintes drm'ln by Huysmans is unconsciously reduced 

by Wilde from a man seeking to create and experience a 

dimension of life~combining sensation with thought~into 

a precocious child playing with dangerous and exquisite 

toys in an exotic doll's house untouched by life. In Des 

Esseintes there exists thought so intense that it exhausts 

him physically. Where Dorian Gray collects pretty rocks, 

Des Esseintes experiences the reflections of light pro

duced by precious stone. Des Esseintes defies and denies 

Nature, but he creates a world in her place. Syraesthesia 

is created and experienced as it is in Br~,udelaire. In 

advance of Proust, Huysmans also understands the inter

communication betweeri memory and sensual data. Proust's 

madeleine is anticipated by Irish Whiskey and the smell 

of a certain perfume. Wilde himself also comprehends 

through Huysmans this principle, recognizing that in re

captured memory there does indeed exist a new and possibly 

revolutionary principle of experience. For this reason 

Henry Wotton characteristically enough comes to formulate 

Huysmans' concept of memory into a theory of life: 



Life is not governed by 1vill or intention. 
Lj_fe is a question of nerves, and fibres, 
and slowly built-up cells in which thought 
hides itself and passion has its dreams. 
You may fancy yourself safe, and thiru~ 
yourself strong. But a chance tone of 
colour in a room or a morning sky, a par
ticular perfume that you had once loved 
and that brings subtle memories with it, 
a line from a forgotten poem that you 
had come across again, a cadence from a 
piece of music that you had ceased to play 
- I tell you, Dorian, that it is on things 
like these that our lives depend. Browning 
writes about that somewhere; but our own 
sens~will imagine them for us. There are 
moments when the odour of IiI as blanc 
passes suddenly across me, and I have to 
live the strangest month of my life over 
again. 12 
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One then can escape from neither life, nor art nor 

oneself. Vicarious experience is experience, not a dream; 

the beauty of odour, vision and touch, as well as the 

sound of even forgotten poetry are impressed upon the 

unconscious, even if they do not live in our memory. Time 

CalLnot be defeated if loss of memory can be regained, or 

if the unconscious continues to exist and continues to 

influence subconsciously. We are the experiences we 

have experienced, including those fashioned for us by art. 

But if those experiences are fragmented and dissociated, 

and the art created by artists is fragmented and disso-

ciated as well, and those experiences in turn are res-

ponsible for the creation of man's consciousness and 

sensibility, then the relationship of art to life is 

12. Tbid"., p. 383. 
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potentially damaging in Wilde's eyes. Wilde himself refers 

to A Rebours as a poisonous book. Moreover)all influence 

he contends is immoral because "to influence a person is 

to give him one's soul". "He does not think his natural 

thoughts, or burn with natural passions. His virtues are 

not real to him. His sins, if there are such ·things as 

sins, are borrowed. He becomes an echo of someone else's 

music, an actor of a part that has not been written for 

h o " 13 1m • Ironically these words are spoken by ~~~dHenry 

Wotton, yet nevertheless serve as the core o·f Wilde's 

theme. Throughout the novel Wilde searches for a means to 

reject the principle of mimesis. He opposes theories of 

distanced and remote art to theories of intense and com-

plete mimesis, yet is forced always to concede to the 

realism of the latter concept. 

The novel itself does not have a conclusion; 

Wilde's love of beauty and art is equalled by his fear of 

its potential ability to destroy his personality. In 

the course of the novel he does,however,raise problems 

of very real significance concerning the nature of ex-

perience and the self, but he nevertheless feels com-

pelled by his own observations to affirm a mimetic orien-

tation to reality, which analyses behaviour and life in 

terms of cause and effect, very much as he did in "The 

13. Ibod __ 1_,'1 p. 158. 
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Rise of Historical Criticism".- Dorian's murder of his own 

portrait i.$ his first and last attempt to cut through the 

Gordian knot of the cause and effect relationship exist

ing between himself and the ideal created through him by 

Hallward and lDt'd Henry Ivotton. He is not destroying his 

conscience, he is attempting to regain control over his 

life; to kill the cause and thus destroy the effect, 

which constitutes a form of metaphysical possession of 

his soul. IVilde is arguing that to kill such a cause 

does indeed destroy such an effect, but the effect ironi

cally is Dorian himself. He has become an ideal and its 

destruction necessitates his own. However.) Dorian I s act 

,is not to be confused 'vi th an act of suicide; he des-

troys the portrait because he does not recognize the 

chemical bond which exists between life and art. He has 

no self other than that provided by the portrait, once 

dead he is unrecognizable except by the rings on his 

finger. This is Ivi_lde I s last comment in the novel: we 

are recognizable only through externals, what exists with

in us we ourselves do not know, or understand or recog

nize, unless of course we recognize ourselves in the art 

forms or media which have created our consciousness. 

Wilde is in Dorian Gray a stage beyond alienation 

from the self, he is considering the possibility that 

the self as man conceives of self may in fact be an illu-

sion. The self as a unique and separate entity 
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representing a given individuai may not exist at all, or 

it may; but if so, how he asks in a universe governed by 

mimetic reality and the principle of cause and effect? 

This dilemma is the basis of Wilde 2 s examination 

in "The Critic as Artist". The essay itself recalls "The 

Rise of Historical Criticism", replacing an analysis of 

historical criticism with that of art. However") "The 

Critic as Artist"",as an examination of criticism, is far 

less interested in facts than in language, the medium by 

which facts are communicated. Returning to early Greek 

criticism Wilde realized that the Greeks as a people, 

with the possible exception of late Sparta, were a nation 

intensely involved with the art produced in their midst, 

far more than any people past or present. Greek art di.d 

not appear to deprive men of their own feelings, but rather 

appeared to provide them with a means of self-expression. 

Yet the Greeks discovered mimesis, although in Periclean 

Athens mimesis is literally brand new and experiences 

much opposition, specifically from Plato. The pointlhow

ever~is that the Greeks appeared to care very much about 

what they would and would not experience. Shakespearets 

plays were produced on stage despite his audience; the 

plays of Sophocles and Euripides~however)were received 

almost as sacred offerings to the god Apollo and entered 

in competitions contrived to encourage and create beauty 

and truth in Greek life. It is for this reason that 



Wilde begins to argue, in a not dissimilar fashion to Pope, 

although arriving at a very dissimilar conclusion, that 

Western man's primary debt to Greek culture is what he 

terms the "critical spirit". 

The "critical spirit"'las Wilde understood it,in 

Greek culture was a consciousness passionately involved 

with language: 

Recognizing that the most perfect art is 
that which most fully mirrors man in all 
his infinite variety, they elaborated the 
criticism of lillLguage, considered in the 
light of the mere material of that art, 
to a point to which we, with our accentual 
system of reasonable or emotional emphasis, 
can barely if at all attain; studying J 

for instance, the metrical movements of a 
prose as scientifically as a modern musi
cian studies harmony and counterpoint, 
and, I need hardly say, with much keener 
aesthetic instinct. l4 

Language for the Greeks was a world cohabiting 

with man's external and internal environment, and possess-

ing meaning and significance intrinsic to itself. Realists 

rather than nominalists, to the Greeks, each word was a 

microcosm containing within its own specific universe in-

finite variables or shades of meaning, but meaning none-

theless. Words were not s.imply tools or devices, but 

living things having the ability to engender reality 

itself. As Wilde says, language is the parent of thought, 

and thus like all parents may create any given number of 

children. But if the potential of language is such, has 

l4. Ope cit., ed. Ellmann, p. 350. 
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language then degenerated, become more precise as T.S. Eliot 

argues, but less subtle and nuanced in turn? Have we 

in our desire for certitude and precision of thought re-

duced language to a one-dimensional medium? Is it per-

haps for this reason that reality is mimetic in character 

and not kaleidoscopic? Wilde, of course) in his essay is 

asking this very question. 

Wildeis first concern is to understand what exactly 

language has lost as a medium. In the back of his mind 

Pater's premise that all art aspires to the condition of 

music is assumed, but he develops the idea and draws from 

it a remarkable insight concerning the influence and 

nature of print. It is obvious that, like McLuhan,Wilde 

has examined Plato's distaste for literacy and arrived at 

precisely the same conclusion, although not accompanied 

by precisely the same implications. 

Since the introduction of printing and 
the fatal development of the habit of 

,reading amongst the middle and lower 
classes of this country there has been 
a tendency in literature to appeal more 
and more to the eye and less and less to 
the ear which is really the sense, which 
from the standpoint of art, it should 
seek to please, and by whose canons of 
pleasure it should abide always.15 

Vision indeed is a far more precise framework of 

reference than hearing, yet words are originally expres-

sions of an oral/aural reality, and only secondarily 

15. Lac. cit. 
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adapted to print. Music, of course, is an aural experience, 

and in the sound of the voice there (-i>u.:eliterally the two 

composite dimensions of beauty and truth, united rather 

than disunited. Wilde thus argues that truly great poets 

are not painters, as Aristotle first contends, but singers. 

Language, like theatre, as an art form is multi-dimensional. 

Through language Keats can express the sensation of touch 

and taste, Ra:,ll.delaire can focus on smell and texture, 

Huysmans on light and colour refraction and Verlaine and 

Wilde himself on prose and poetry that approaches melody. 

Chaucer, of course, like Homer, read his work aloud, but 

Milton in the seventeenth century, Wilde observes, required the 

tragedy of blindness to sing rather than to write. Wilde 

is not stipulating that poets, to become great, must 

blind themselves, but he is seeking an orientation that 

is richer in human experience than that which provides 

solely a visual frame of reference. 

Returning to an earlier premise that all art is a 

form of experience, he takes Artistotle's concept of 

katharsis and bends it literally into his own meaning. 

Despite his excuses, he transforms katharsis from a method 

of purification or purgation into what he defines as a 

rite of initiation. Art initiates one into a realm of 

experience, but experience no longer completely precon

ceived or controlled by the artist. The artist himself 

seldom understands what he has created, Wilde contends -
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a work of art possesses life unto itself, the analogy being 

that of a child conceived of by a parent, but having a life 

and personality distinct from, if similar to, its ori-

ginator. To trust the tale not the teller, as D.H o 

Lawrence commends, is the new premise which Wilde in "The 

Critic as Artist" chooses to advocate and to explore. 

He maintains')nevertheless~that all art and art criticism 

remains completely subjective, distinguishing between 

conscious and unconscious creativity. "The world" he 

says, "is made by the singer for the dreamer". The dreamer 

or critic in Wilde's aesthetic is granted creativity equal 

to that of the artist. Each critic in fact recreates the 

work of art experienced, criticism being "a creation with-

in a creation" by virtue of the nature of multi-dimensional· 

language. 

The artist creates beauty, but beauty i's not ob-

vious. What was once pictorial must become suggestive 

and evocative in nature. The creation of beauty must be 

both abstract and concrete, a mystery as opposed to an 

expos&: 

Beauty has as many meanings as man has 
moods. Beauty is the symbol of symbols. 
Beauty reveals everything, because it 
expresses nothing. When it shows us 
itself, it shows

6
us the whole firey

coloured world. l 

Wilde here is~of course~thinking of the criticism 

16. Ib"d __ l_~') p. 368. 
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of Pater, a form of criticism which seems constantly to 

discover meaning and beauty where none before was per-

ceptable. But Wilde realizes very well that Pater care-

fully selected the art which he desired to examine. When 

Wilde postulates that Beauty expresses nothing, he is 

recalling Pater1s own theory of omission, which at pre-

sent forms the basis of McLuhan1s analysis of hot and 

cool media. It is the suggestive, evocative nature of 

art, a form of incompleteness, which permits the critical 

or imaginative spirit in men such as Pater and Wilde to 

discover and experience the fullness of art. Indeed 

Wilde theorizes these ideas into a form of revolutionary 

aesthetic manifesto of his own. "It is through the very 

incompleteness of Art", he says, "that Art becomes complete 

in beauty, and so addresses itself, not to the faculty of 

recognition nor to the faculty of reason, but to the 

aesthetic sense alone, which, while accepting both reason 

and recognition as stages of apprehension, subordinates 

them both to a pure synthetic impression of the work of 

art as a whole, and, taking whatever alien elements the 

work many possess, uses their very complexi.ty as a means 

by which a richer unity may be added to the ultimate im

, 't If ,,17 press10n 1 se • ~n this very long sentence Wilde 

has done two very essential thingsi he has formulated a 

17. Ib'd __ 1_-,-") p. 348. 



theory of art based on a synthesis of the experience of 

both artist and critic, and he has formally rejected a 

reality oriented to the principle of mimesis and cause 

and effect. The experience of art is a process, a con

tinual synthesis of new and old experience. 

Art,therefore,has again become positively signi-

ficant in the development of individual personality and 

thought for Wilde. It is a medium of revelation, a pro

cess of self-discovery and intellectual growth. Wilde 

goes so far as to say that "the elect spirits of each 

age, the critical and cultured spirits, will grow less 
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and less interested in actual life, and will seek to gain 

their impressions almost entirely from what Art has 

touched 11.18 1'10derni ty itself is not kn01!Jledge of the 

present, but knowledge of· I1 The collective life of the race l1
, 

- a phrase, and concept, that T.S. Eliot unde~stood. The past 

for Wilde becomes contempcraneous i'li th the present and the 

future. 

Wilde is nevertheless still torn between his desire 

for growth and a desire for escape from life. Through 

the medium of art he wishes to grow in experience, but 

without knowing real pain or real suffering. In a bril

liant critical passage he recreates Dante's journey down 

into the Inferno, up through Purgatory and eventually into 

18. 



· Heaven, but he journeys as a spectator and simply refuses 

in this way to experience. the horror which he sees around 

him. He desires what he terms a "transference of emotion", 

but his attitude is consistently ambivalent. In the 

realm of ideas) once divorced from the fact of actually 

facing adverse experience itself, Wilde will, however? 

theorize a position whereby the past becomes one with the 

present or whereby knowledge of oneself is derived through 

knowledge of others, or through knowledge of mam~indls 

own specific heredity. Through the critical faculty man~ 

he maintains~can know the past as an aspect of the present, 

much as Eliotts Tiresias embodies the experience of all 

men and women in one principle. Interestingly enough, 

numerous passages in "The Critic as Artist" foreshadow 

the temporal simultaneity which not only T.S. Eliot uses and 

examine~ but intellectuals as varied as McLullan and Margaret 

Mead have recognized and sought to analyse. 

Temporal concepts are examined\of course, only in

directly as a part of Wilde's real concern, which is the 

function of the self. The self is no longer negated by 

art, rather it is extended into its own past and thus its 

own present through the medium of art. The human race is 

the past. Human beings live not their own existence but 

"the lives of the dead". Moreover,,)"the soul")lvilde points 

out, "that dwells within us is no single spiritu.al entity, 

mlli~ing us personal and individual, created for our service, 



arid entering into us for our jdy"~ the soul of man iS1Jrather., 

"concentrated race-experience". 10Je are where we have been.) 

and thus must retrace our steps to go forward. The same 

insistence upon heritage exists in Eliotis essay "Tra

dition and The Individual Talent" with the difference 

that Wilde seeks to find self.-expression through art and 

the past, while Eliot seeks to deny his selfhood. To do 

this, Wilde would argue, would necessitate the denial of 

the past itself and art and art criticism, and would re

sult only in the achievement of oblivion. 

The sole desire of the mind for Wilde is to. "feel 

itself alive". Such life pasits the develapment af the 

individual which in "\vilde Y s nmIT aesthetic is the essential 

factar in the develapment af a modern civilizatian equal 

to. that af the Greeks. Nat to knaw aneself, but to be 

aneself, becames "\Hlde' s ideal in bath art and life. But 

such being presuppases a new pracess af thaught. Thought 

like language has degenerated in Wilde's eyes, degener-

ated into. mere apinion. Perhaps realizing samething af 

the barriers he~like athers~ creates between himself and 

art, he asks that the critic surrender every aspect af 

himself, mind and bady, to. a wark of art, that the im

pressian he does farmulate be neither destrayed nar denied. 

Experience cannat be cultivated)unless within the critic 

himself there exists an apenness to. art and experience 

in all its forms. He advacates cantinuaus grawth, 
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continuous evolution, and the Qontinuous experience of new 

forms, sensations and thoughts. In this way art lives 

and life is enriched. He desires in fact to permeate 

man with a temperament primarily aesthetic and valuing 

experience alone, rather than the effects of experience 

a consciousness involved in process as opposed to cause 

and effect in endless, pointless succession. Reflection 

as a concept therefore does not exist in Wilde's universe; 

one cannot look back to the past, one must rather re

experience it and so integrate such experience within 

the present itself. The living personality in fact 

functions totally wi thin the present, and so.,) Ivilde logi

cally assumes.,must art. Yet this desire to fully realize 

the present also causes Ivilde to redefine and alter the 

traditional concept of artistic creativity. The artist~ 

he maintains,)proceeds "not from feeling to form, but 

from form to thought and passion". He seeks not to ex

press or analyse the past, but rather to record the mood 

suggested by form alone. The artist who desires to' reflect 

upon his past must see himself in the past as an object. 

Such obj ectification of the self.)hmvever . ., both necessitates 

and perpetuates the continuation of schizophrenia. The 

artist can perhaps know himself as he was, but he remains 

virtually isolated from himself in the present, just as 

the present itself is somehow negated by thought that looks 

forever backward into the past. As Wilde observes, !!We 

I 



teach people how to remember, we never teach them how to 

grow" • The memory is bound to the opinions of the past, 

but it is to re-experience the past and so integrate it 

wi thin the p·resent that he desires, not remembrance of 

the past alone. 

All that manifests the present.) therefore,) Wilde 

acquires and employs as criteria for his theory of art. 

The moment must be denied neither for the benefit of the 

past nor the future; all three temporal concepts must 
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be thought of as one. However.,Wildejlike Plato" also ex

tends his theories of art to include or interconnect with 

his theories of life and society. A return to the primacy 

of the present'lhe argues)remarkably enough"lnot only 

creates temporal simulta~~2ty but makes mankind one as 

well. The critical spirit which he advocates creates a 

consciousness which· is "cosmopolitan". There is something 

of McLuhan in this argument, as one might expect from 

Wilde's use of the word "cosmopolitan". McLuhan's 

theories,howeve~focus largely upon the speed of communi

cations media to destroy the concepts of past and future, 

whereas Wilde's concept depends not so much upon the 

rapidity of communications media, as it depends upon the 

creation of a broadened or more universal sense of self 

derived through the medium of art alone. Culture for 

Wilde has neither national nor temporal boundaries. 

Goethe~he points out~could not hate the conquering armies 



of Napoleon, because French culture created his tlbeingtl 

perhaps even more so than it created the Frenchmen who 

technically had become his enemies. To hate them was to 

hate himself: 

tlCri ticism will 81mihilate race prejudices, 
by insisting upon the unity of the human 
mind in the variety of its forms. If we 
are tempted to make war upon another nation, 
we shall remember that we are seeking to 
destroy an element of our own culture, and 
possibly its most important element. As 
long as war is regarded as wicked, it will 
always have its fascination. When it is 
looked upon as vulgar , it v-!ill cease to be 
popular. The change will, of course, be 
slow, and people will not be conscious of 
it". 

Wilde's ",ords recall the fears of Erasmus as early 
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as the sixteenth century. In the fragmentation of the Medieval 

vvorld Erasmus understood that man was losing a fundamental 

dimension of himself, and ~eplacing that dimension with 

a sensibility as disunified as the world which he SalJll in 

genesis. Goethe's -refusal to write hate songs to inspire 

war i~ his refusal to disunify his own sensibility and 

thus acknowledge such fragmentation. Hate relies upon 

the objectification of any given human being. If a poet 

can conceive of himself as a object, he can conceive of 

any other human being as an- object. But if he views the 

world subjectively, as a medium for discovery and growth, 

as in Goethe's case, such hate is impossible. The 

19. 



cosmopolitanism which Wilde speaks of in this essay thus 

depends totally upon the cultivation of the self and the 

present, as Wilde has come to conceive of these two con

cepts. 

"The Critical Spirit and the World-Spirit are 

onell,he states. Yet the critical spirit he further main

tains is always in advance of its time. In Wilde there is 

indeed thought in advance of its time. His analysis of 

the art of living is like that of no other thinker in 

the nineteenth century. He looks ahead always to the com

plexity of awareness that exists in twentieth-century thought. 

It is because of this complexity that Wilde realizes that 

a change in consciousness will be slow, as will an aware

ness of such change. But in Wilde there does exist a re

cord of one manls thought which does alter consciousness, 

and in so doing implicates a very new role for both art 

and criticism. In 'Wilde one can see and better understand 

the developments sought by such writers and critics as 

Joyce, Pound and Eliot. Knowledge itself needs no apology 

or reason for being, but nevertheless an understanding 

of the still very new tradition created by such men pro

vides a framework whereby the experience of art can per-

haps be examined and considered more fully. 

Wildels theories)however~do more than this; as 

Borges pointed out,Wilde is always right, and when wrong, 

only wrong because Truth is a paradox. There is also 
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something fine about 1vilde r s refusal to accept hj.s own 

rationalizations, and to consistently examine the assump

tions accepted by the majority o'f men and women in his 

time and our own. He wanted not so much freedom of 

thought, as freedom to think. Reality he thought of as 

a dream, and himself as a dreamer, but his dreams often 

approximate visions Which herald a consciousness as ex

tensive as it is whole. 
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